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In Our 93rd Year

Standar&
Code For Trailers
Set In House Bill

10* Per Copy

Vol. U000011 No. 30

UnifrOnT1

Win Over Sedalia 80-65

tems as well as the body and
frame design and construction
of the homes.
Beginning one year after the
code was adopted, no Kentucky
firm not certified by the state
board would be allowed to manufacture mobile homes for sale
in the state. Also, no dealer in
this or any other state could
sell such homes in Kentudy
unless they bore seals otapproval issued by the State De4witawnt of Public Stsfati6z..
• The certification board wodd
be comprised of the state Bre
Marshal, the state environmental health officer and eight citizens appointed to six-year
terms by the governor. Those
appointed members would include one representative each
of a city, insurer of mobile
homes, manufacturer of industrialized housing, mobile home
ist-architects
_ _Madge_ Ales11111e
—r717.aelling manufacturer,out the Alexander Help-yourself-- structural engineer, an elwr-

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A
uniform standards code for mobile homes sold in Kentucky
would be established and enforced under a bill which has
been introduced in the House.
The code would be drawn up
by a performance certification
board within one year after the
law went into effect, under the
bill iiireditaidirriday by Rep.
Glenn White, r D-Winchester.
The _code would cover plumb!
M.0
.
.1.17IOC-beating and

Seen&14
Around
Murray

a statement for Mr. and
LOVE STORY—"They've been happy years," is q
Mr. Joseph Henry of Cottle in Morgan County. The Henry's, ages 98 and 88
respectively, will celebrate their 72nd wedding anAtifersary March 6. During
army service at Fort D.A. Russell, three miles from Cheyenne, Wyo. (1895-98),
Henry- because acquainted with Wild Bill Hickok and witnessed skirmishes with
the Arapahoe Indians.

Ramp Wiggins Iriiita Suffers
Back Injury In hip Accident

Grocery on East Main street. trical engineer'a ennainner and
inspector.
Her father Lawton ran the store a state plumbing
Other bills introduced Friday
from 1948 to 1966 and after his
would:
• death Madge ran it alone for six
-Include podiatry among the
-7-seam until the 22nd of this past
services for which the state
January. Lawton started the
pays medical assistance benestore in August of 1948 and they
Hemp Wiggins Brooks of
fits; sponsored by Rep. Kenwould have been in business for
Murray Route Two is a patient
neth Wood, D-Frankfort.
twenty four years this coming
-Prohibit an employer from at the Murray-Calloway County
August.
firing, refusing to hire or other- Hospital after suffering a
wise discriminating against an broken back in a one car acWe knew Mr.-liewienisell. Ht
employe or job applicant be cident .on .1'huraday morning.
was a good -groceryman. -'MS teckisid- occurred the
cause of his age unless
Madge has done a good job to0 reasonable demands" of the job morning ofthe snow in the area.
for the past six years by herself.
Brooks, driving a new DJ572
require an age distinction; SubShe also worked with ?fir. mitted by Rep. Fred Morgan Jeep, was enroute to Sedalia
Lawton down through the years. and Ben. Tom Garrett, both High School where he teaches
:MOM Democrats, in the vocational agriculture when the
The Mews )3ziale Hotel In
Senate respectively. jeep hit a slick spot and turned
-Prohibit closed meetings by over once. Brooks jumped from
any legislative, executive, ad- the jeep before it rolled down a
.fWre's a hob in Doran Road ministrative or advisory bodies 20 foot embankment. The
where you turn off of Main.
of the state, counties, cities, collision occurred south of
school districts or any agency Farmington near the Wheeler
Folks Who stand in the street of those governments; ex- place.
downtown waiting for a light to empted from the bill would be
The injured man said he
change, are asking for trouble.
realized he had suffered back
(Continued se Page Eight)
In a larger city, you would get
Injuries and lay on the barbed
run over since automobiles cut
the corners. Sometimes you
have to drive around peoplessim,
stand three feet out from the
curb.

's
V

ion

Somebody passed us on the
right the other evening as we
were coming into town. They
passed us in front of Murray
High School. Passing on the
right is not too smart.
Governor Wendell Ford
solemnly promised no new
taxes. So far he has come up
with four new ones, and he's
Continued oa Page Eight)

the

on

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Partly cloudy and warmer
tonight with lows 72 to 27. Increasing cloudiness and warmer with a chance of showers
Sunday with highs in the mid to
upper 40s. Outlook for Monday-little colder with showers adKENTUCKY FoREdisr
It will be fair in east Kentucky tonight and the western
part of the state will have increasing cloudiness and it will
be not so cold. It will be cloudy
in the west with a slight chance
of showers and the east will see
increasing cloudiness. it will be
warmer sunday. Highs today
will be in the 20s in the east to
mostly 30s west. Lows tonight
will be in the upper teens
northeast to 20s southwest.
Highs sunday upper 40s north
and east to mostly 50s southwest.

Ky.
\

KENTUCKY
EXTENDED
FORECAST
Precipitation will end Monday. It will be fair and colder
Tuesday. Partly cloudy and a
little warmer with chance of
mow Wednesday. Lows in the
upper 20s and low 30s Monday,
upper teens to low 20s Tuesday
and in the 205 Wednesday.
Highs in the upper 30s to low
406 Monday and in the mid 30s
Tuesday and Wednesday.

TFUmSerIes
Presented To
Cable Patrons

Through a cooperative
arrangement between Murray
State University and Murray
Cablevision, the Film Odyssey
series of landmark motion
pictures is being shown to
cablevision patrons Friday
evenings on Channel 11.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the department of
communications at Murray State,
said the series is being received
at Murray State studios from
Kentucky
Educational
Television and fed directly to
Murray Cablevision. He added
that manager Tom Gwen Is
making the cablevision system
available to the university at no
charge.
The series of 24 feature films
being run by the National
Public Television Network
began Jan. 14, according to
Mofield, who said KET is not
showing the movies on the state
educational network.
Because the films have
become historical documents of
the politics and culture of the
era in which they were
produced, Mofield said the
series has been called "a
museum of thaair." Nationally,
the expense for the series is
paid by the Xerox Corporation.
Each feature begins at 7:30
p.m. Those yet to be shown in
the period through June of this
year are:
"M", "The Seven Samurai,"
"Beauty and the Beast," "Ivan
the Terrible," "The 39 Steps,"
"The Rules of the Gaje,"
"Intimate Lighting,"
"Potemkin," "Barrier,"
"Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,"
"Orpheus," "Knife in the
Water," "The Overcoat," "Our
Daily Bread," "Yojimbo,"
'The Last Laugh," "Sawdust
and Tinsel," "Man of Aran,"
"L'Adventura," "Two
Daughters," and "Lost
Olividados."

morsetatesciass

By DAVID HILL
points that the Lakers scored. 13. The teams traded beasts,
Ledger & Times Sports Writer By the end of the third quarter, and then the Lions added two in
Shooting from anywhere in a Calloway led by the same 23 a row to move their closest, 70ten-foot radius around the points, 64-41.
61. The Lakers outscored their
basket, big freshman center
Jerry Duncan put on another guests 10-4 in the remaining
James Wells bucketed 27 points brilliant performance for the
minutes to show the Lions just
and grabbed 18 rebounds to lead Laker squad, pitching in 15- exactly who was the better
his Calloway County Laker points for his team. Eleven of team.
squad in a 80-65 rout over the those came in the first half. -- Calloway cashed 32 of their 72
Serialia Lions last night.
Matching Duncan's 15 were-attempts from the field last
Playing before a large home Johnny Stockdale and Greg night, to take a 44 per cent
crowd, the Lakers handled the Howard.
shooting average. From the
Lions easily, and fought off a
The Lakers were never really, charity stripe, the Lakers sank
.fourth quarter rally that would in trouble, even though the Lion 15 of 27 for 56- per cent.
have cost them the win.
rally brought their opponents to
Sedalia hit only 20 of 59 shots
The Inhere had led by as within nine points. T HE Lakers from the floor, but made 23 of
sidrte have had led 64-41 at the end of the their 29 gratis throws for 79 per
meek-aa•
a tlak44110-4Purtk
-quarteer-indAss-A„ions cent.
_
surge brag the visitors to were just staling their big
Calloway outrebounded their
within nip., points. Calloway, -rally. They scorednesion points opponents 3047, bet also took
came alive, though, and held before Calloway could score, "honors" in the turnover
out for the win.
making it 64-48. Calloway department, 19-13.
The host quint looked well on scored on a couple of free
SCORING
their way to another hundred- throws, and the Lions scored
Calloway (80)-Wells 27,
point game, as they racked up seven more before the Lakers Howa'rd 15, Stockdale 15,
23 points is
-the first quarter, could hit, again. This made it 67- Duncan 15, Shelton 6, Wy/itt 1,
and upped it to 46 in the second. 55, and the fans were getting Ferguson 1.
The Lions came back out in the restless.
Sedalia (651-Galloway 26, G.
third wrier, however, and . Two more Laker points came-l7Whitlow 2, Glisson 5, Pitman 10,
mOtch0111.111#1_41111eightee! -seis-at a time, and the lead was—McClain 21, L. Whitlow 1.

To Begin Monday
The MSU Amateur Radio
Club will begin classes in Morse
Code, February 7, Monday
through Friday, at 7:00 p.m.
Classes will be held at the
"Ham Shack", WB4NTB, on
Chestnut, one-half block east of
16th
-five-points",
and
Chestnut.
Anyone
interested
in
becoming an amateur radio
operator should come to the
"Ham Shack" next Monday,
7:00 to 7:30 p.m. Tuesdays at
7'30 p.m,,a theory class will be
field. Slim Call, WA4AST,
will be theinstructor.

Gallant Tigers Fall, In Last
Second To Powerfulliallard-

wire fence where he had landed
when he jumped from the jeep.
By MIKE BRANDON
four points midway through the
one plus stituation to put the
Sam Johnson and his wife,
Ledger & Times Sports Writer second frame as Porter McBombers back in front.
teachers also at Sedalia, drove
The Murray High Tigers Cuiston rebounded a missed
Wtih just 52 seconds left little
by about ten minutes later and
walked off thilbser with tears in free threw to cut the _lead 26-22. Thurman Foster leaped high
just happened to see Brooks and
their eyes last night. But if the McCniston and super soph Len into the air and tipped in a shot
the jeep.
.
.
Tigers had not been victims of Henderson traded buckets and to put Murray back in the lead
Johnson west on to the
fate,
the tears would have been -74Mb two minutes left in the half 0241.
-Sedalia School to get help to
of joy.
the Bombers were on top 28-24.
aliened
Neither -them
place Brooks on blankets before
For 31:59 the Apri hed disT Porter McCuiston pulled the overmis
446 aed iiiid the
an ambulance arrived and he
upset of the year it their UAL
- Tigers to within two points on a ball and with 31 seconds
was taken to a Mayfield hospital
But Ballard Memorial's Bib_ -lip and with 48 seconds left, remaining Powell hit on a 10
for treatment. His father, W.H.
Humphrey stole the ball anii Dean Willis swished a 10 foot foot fade away to lift Ballard
Brooks, arrived later with a
scored on a layup at the precbe jump shot to knot the count at 28 Memorial to
a 63-62 lead
Murray ambulance and after xmoment the buzzer sounded to Apia&
Laming scored the Tigers last
rays at the Mayfield hospital
give the Bombers a 65-64 win
The-McCutston brothers each points of the game to set the
was transferred to the Murray- Area Jaycee Meeting
over
the never say die Tigers. hit buckets over the closing stage for the heartbreaking
Calloway County Hospital.
Adam Laming scored a
seconds of the half and the ending.
His condition is listed as To Be Held On Sunday
bucket from under the basket
Tigers found themselves
The contest simply had to be
satisfactory but he is expected
at intermission 32-28. the Tigers best of the season.
leading
with
just
83
seconds
left
to
to be hospitalized for some
The Murray-Calloway County
play to put Murray on top IAMurray continued to play Murray went into the game with
time.
Jaycees will host an area
M.The Bombers held the ball outstanding basketball and with no chance of winning, at least
The injured man with his wife Jaycee meeting Sunday at 1
and shot-whit eight seconds- II:16 left in the third stanza,
Id the experts. But the Tigers
son, Hampton Morris, p.m. in the Community Room oflett. The kall was batted lei Luther hit a charity toss to put
ye the rugged Bombers all
reside on the Brooks farm near _t_ibg Murray Federal _Savings
by Bald- aid the -liters 1-11* lionsai 41-34. they wanted, and if possible,
'Penny on Murray Route Two. and Loan building.
The third quarter ended with ever more.
pied passed. with Ina
The jeep was towed into
Local presidents from Kutfive weeds MIL Bait the
the Toonmen holding a. 44-41
Murray.
tawa, Princeton, Cadiz,
Sophomore guard Leo Hen!abounds pain_was.inocked
lead.
Brooks with his father, W.H. Ilopldnsville, Elton, Trenton,
derson led all of the scorers withloose and Humphrey put the
Brooks, and brother-in-law, and Murray will be present
Murray was owning a 52-49 a brillant effort of 30 points.
ball through the basket to
Sherrill Gargus, operate the
Wake Sexton, state and
lead in the final frame before Powell also hit double figurer
give the Bombers the whi,
Two traffic accident reports Brooidand Farms along with his -national director, Wnfilawa
the Bolunbors ripped off six for the Bombers by netting 13
Early in the first quarter it straight points to take a 55-52 markers.
were filed Friday by the officers teaching position at Sedalia. be the featured speaker.
looked as if the fourth ranked lead with
of the Murray Police DepartPorter McCuiston led Murray
3:10 remaining.
Bombers would have an easy
ment. No injuries were listed on
Ballard upped the lead to 59,54 with 25 points, in turning in one
time with the Tigers. After
the reports.'
with 2:12 showing on the clock of his finest career per:
leading only 10-7, Ballard and it
appeared the Goliath had forininces. Sophhmore center
Cars involved in the collision
settled down and stretched the broken the foot of
little David.
at 4:30 p.m. were a 1969
(Caed on Pate Eight)
advantage to 19-11 at the end of
But Tyrone McCuiston scored
Chevrolet Camaro driven by
the initial period.
four straight points w and with
Nancy Carol McClain of 210
Murray battled back to within 1:42 left, Murray
had whittled
South Ilth Street, Murray, and
Kentucky State Sen. William regional coordinator of
the lead to one point. Thirteen
a 1968 Ford station wagon A. Logan, a Madisonville at- vocational education for the
seconds later Dan Luther
driven by Robert William torney, has been chosen by Owensboro-Daviess County
controlled a jump ball tip and
Hopkins of Murray Route Murray State University area.
the Tigers had the ball.
Three.
Mrs. Ellison, who is director
alumni in a record-high vote as
..With 1:05 left to play in the
Police said the McClain car president-elect of the school's of an experimental project for
game Tyrone McCuiston hit a
was backing north on the Sam alumni association.
the Louisville school system
Calhoun parking lot and the • A 1956 graduate of Murray called the Louisville Brown
Eighteen special guests. turn around jumper from
Hopkins car was gang south' State, Logan will serve a year in
boot, vogi succeed Dr:Forrest preachers in Murray and flve feet to put the Tigers
when they collided. Damage to the post before moving up to the C. Pogue, director of the Calloway County were present back in front 60-59. Then with
the Ford was on the front left presidency of the 5,000-member Marshall Research Foundation at the February 3rd meeting of just one minute left to play,
Dr. Gene Schanbacher, an
fender, but no damage was organization in May of 1973.
In Arlington, Va., as president. Murray Civitans. The event was ace Porter MeCuiston fouled
associate professor of industrial
reported to the Chevrolet.
In announcing election Civitans Annual Clergy Ap- out of the contest. 6-3 Rex
education at Murray State
Also elected in the balloting
Powell hit on both ends of a
At 6:45 p.m. James Buel announced today were Edwin 0. results, Mancil Vinson, director preciation Week.
University, was the principal
Downey of 401 South 12th Street, Norris of Kingsport, Tenn,, an of alumni affairs at Murray
The guest speaker, Robert
speaker Thursday at the
Murray, driving a 1972 attorney and a 1950 graduate, as State, commended the mem-. Hendon of the Department of
regular weekly meeting of the
Plymouth four door, was going vice president; and five new bership for "selection of people Agriculture at • Murray State
Murray lRotary Club.
south on South llth Street and members of the alumni who have been loyal and University, complimented the
Introduced by Jim Byrn, Dr.
had stopped for the stop sign at associations's executive diligent in support of the alumni Civitans on the event and
Schanbacher, who is a member
Sycamore Street.
program in the past and who lauded the preachers for their
of the club, told his felloik----1
council.
The police report said a truck,
The New Concord Parent- Rotarians of some of his exThey will be formally in- are capable of providing out- efforts to improve the welfare
going east on Sycamore, lost the stalled at the annual alumni standing leadership in the and spirit of mankind.
Teachers- Club will hold its periences during two years of
tandem wheels off the trailer
the
with
work
Civitan President Starkie regular meeting on Tuesday, special
banquet May 6. Mrs. Martha R. future."
and they rolled into the right
Colson announced that the February 8,at seven p.m. at the University of Ethiopia in Addis
Ellison of Louisville, now
front of the Downey car. The serving as president-elect, will
Ababa.
Murray Club had received a school..
truck did not stop after the
Members of the seventh and
Using color slides to illustrate
Merit Award from the Kentucky
become president on that date.
accident, according to the
Department of Metal Health for eighth grade physical education his comments. Dr. Schanbacher
Elected to the 15-member
police report.
assistance to Western State class will present a program on briefly discussed the nation's
executive council for three-year
Damage to the Plymouth was
terrain, its resources, its people
Hospital.
tumbling.
canterms from among 10
on the right front fender.
International Civitan Awards
The devotion and refresh- and their customs. He and his
didates were:
Were announced for Ralph ments will be by the fourth family were in the African
Donald W. Sparks of
Bogard
and John Emerson for grade, Mrs. Ann Brinkley, country from 1968 until 1970.
Mayfiedl, superientendent of
Women Of Oaks To
A native of Cherokee, Okla.,
The Murray Fire Department their work as club officers for teacher.
the Mayfield school system;
Dr. Schanbacher was a member
Mrs. Melissa Sexton Briscoe of answered a two alarm fire to the year 1971.
of the Murray Rotary Club from
MOUR CITED
Louisville, a staff member in the home of James .,Ransom in
Play.Bndge Wednesday
Murray Civitans are making
Four persons were cited by 1962 until leaving for Ethiopia
the vocational education Gatesborough Estates on plans to participate in the
perfect attendance
The women of the Oaks division of the Kentucky Friday at nine p.m.
Kentucky Civitan District the Murray Police Department and had a
Country Club will have their Department of Education: Roy
Records of the department Council meeting -at Lake yesterday and last night. They record durieg that period. He
the
regular session of bridge on A. Weatherly of Hopkinsville, said the fire was from a mat- Barkley Lodge on February 18 were one for shoplifting, one for recently ' rejoined
organization.
no
operator's
license,
one
for
booster
was
used
Wednesday, February 9, at 9:30 assistant
tress
and
the
Civitan
Brink,
Orville
19.
and
of
principal
Guests at the meeting ina.m. promptly.
Hopkinsville High School, John to extinguish the flames in the International President will be going wr-bng way on one way
Mansfield,
Members who have not signed C. Padgett of Frankfort, two story brick house.
the principal speaker. J.H. Nix, street and driving on suspended cluded Dave Dixon.
up are asked to make reser- director of evaluation for Title
Three trucks were taken to Murray, Lieutenant Governor license, and a juvenile for Ohio,and Dr. Dennis Tekrony, a
vations by Tuesday noon by Ill (ESEA) of the Kentucky the scene Sixteen regular and Civitan District VII has worked Illegal possession of alcehol, seed specialist with the
Kentucky,
calling Doris Rose, hostess, Department of Education: and four
volunteer firemen an- on the arrangements com- according to the citation University of
Lexington.'
reports.
call.
the
phone 733-3690.
swered
mittee. • ,
Richard Cates of Owensboro,

Traffic Actident — and
Reports Filed By
The City Police

Logan Chosen President-Elect
Of MSU's Alumni Association

Schanbacker
Is Speaker
For Rotary

Clergymen Are
Civitan Guests

New Concord Club
To Meet On Tuesday

Firemen Called To
James Ransom Home
In Gatesborough

•
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Badapack lungs filled with
sandwiches. Sounds like a
gourmet's nightmare. Actually,
it's a new device that may aid
respiratory patients.
A portable, artificial lung has
already been tested successfully in the laboratory. The
developer of the device-Dr. E.
Converse Peirce at Mount Sinai
Medical Center in New Yorksays testing a human patients is
less than five years away. The
device, which weighs less than

W. P Williams, President (1941-1963)
James C Williams, Editor and PubHOOT
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and ProductiOn_ Managar
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to thet Editor,
or Public Voice ijams which, in our-opinion, are not tor the beet interest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer Co., 1509 MadiSOn Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.; Time S. Life Bldg., New York, N Y ; Stephenson Bldg..
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray S.35 per week. $1.52 per
month, $18.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties.
$7.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
per year; more than ISO miles from Murray, $15 00 per year. All mail
SubScriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
, •
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Can lungs be made to grow
bigger and work better?
Perhaps.
Normally, lungs grow at
roughly the same rate as the
body. An infant has tiny toea
and tiny lungs. By the time he Is.
full-grown, the surface of his
lungs will increase 20 times,"
roughly the same as his body
weight. The number of his air
sacs-where carbon dioxide and

oxygen are exchanged-will
increase about ten times. At
adulthood, each person has
about 300 million air sacg in his
lungs.
Now two researchers at the
Philadelphia Veterans Administration Hospital are isijecting growth hormonea Into
rats to increase the size of their
lungs. In six weeks, they insreaned the total lung capacity
of the rats by 41 percent and
up lung weight by 28
percent. The actual number of
lung cells did not increase. But
the average size of the cells did.
rtitate-SOM-e.T.:1--There was also a . significant
'
lbcrease In the size of the air

-Ten Years Ago Today
LEW= si TIMIS PILE

S.mokert May
/
/

SrAtre

The Murray Hospital has recently Ordered-a-resuscitator fee-the use of its doctors in safeguarding the lives&newborn infante
Pictured with the resuscitator-4re Misfikiii-y" Nickles,ILK
Director of Nurses, and Miss Nancy McClure.
A local citizens health committee has been selected to work
with the County Board of Health and the Health Department. The
Calloway County Health Unit will be able to continue work after
appropriate money was promised after a public meeting.
The Winslow Engineering Corporation will be in operation
within six weeks,according to information rel.:wed today.
"Bob Miller and Ray Brownfield did a good job on the Polio
drive",from the column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray".

30Yea unless emote ma
Deaths reported are Mrs. Lula Wall of Murray, age ea, Melton
Francis of Camp Forest, Tenn., age 31, Mrs. Ella Nance Cochran,
Starke, Fla.,age 70,and W.T. Wadlington of Hopkinsville.
An average of $12.96 for the season has been reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco an the Murray Market.
Every citizen of Calloway County over fifteen years of age is
urged to enroll February 9 for Civilian War Work. Max Hurt is
Calloway County Defense chairman.
Brown Speedy Jack, 20 months old registered pointer owned by
0. Brown of Murray,took first place in the bird dog field trial held
here Sunday.
Mrs. Zelma Barnett and Mrs. Cloteel Butterworth, both employees of the Southern Bell Telephone Company here, were each
presented a pin representing fifteen years of continuous service
with the company.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
In thy presence is fullness of joy; at thy right hand there are
pleasures for evernsore.--Psalm 15:11.
Joy is very hard to find these days. And,irpeople are accepting
all kinds of substitutes-tainted pleasures,. Joy is an exotic It is
"out of this world." It is found only in the Lord.

Isn't If The Truthi—
by earl- Riblet Jr.
The women who crusade for liberation are trying
to ignore these facts: only women can bear children,
only women can comfort men and only women can
sing soprano and it is self-evident that the only way
women can alterthe facts is to stop breathing.
"Whoever says the female sex is the weaker sex,
must be a bachelor."
—Dictionary of Opinions

stepped

T

Asthma Cases

diverted from the vein, flows
between the two layers of each
sandwich.
To support a
human
breathing system, 32 to
sandwiches-each 20 inches
long and eight inchest widewould be necessary. Dr. Peirce
says the device could help
people with severely damaged
lungs: emphysema patients;
miners with black lung disease;
and patients who have
restricted function in one .lung
after the other has been
removed.
It will be years before backpack lungs are available, but
this is one of the experimental
projects designed to assist
people with chronic respiratory
trouble in the future.
To find out about the lungs
and the help available today for
people with lung disorders,
contact
your
Kentucky
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association. To support
the fight against lung disease,
answer your Christmas Seal
letter today.There's more to do.

TOBACCO.
DOLLARS--4#

sacs
The
researchers-Drs.
Jerome S. Brody and Wilfrid° J.
Parents who smoke at home
Buhain-reported their results
\ THINK I'M_ QETT1NG SEASICK'
- can aggravate symptoms in
at a recent meeting of the
some asthmatic children. Even
American Thoractic Society,
trigger asthma attacks.
the
medical arm of the National
est aikken
In a study of 400 as
cth
ua
re' Tuberculosis and Respiratory
-tha
yo
—
ill- Disease
. Rochester, Minnesota, twe--o- speculate Association.
•
that similar
thirds of-the children were'
growth can take place in
found'to be allergic to tobacco
humans.
There is no cure-all for the smoke. Forty of these
If such growth is indeed
youngsters
were
so
sensitive
to
common cold. But outgrowing
possible, the
treatment of
smoke,
in fact, that they sufcolds may be one way to hold
certain lung diseases such as
out against sniffles and sore fered an asthma attack just by emphysema, in which some of
entering a room with tobacco
throats,
the air sacs are destroyed and
One intensive study, colc- amells.
-- the person must struggle to
ducted by the Child Research: Two physicians-Drs. Ed- breathe, could be affected
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
The new rules, however, will Council of the University of ward J. O'Connell and George significantly. Only further
Federal Communications Com- hold the line on cable TV's un- Colorado, showed that the B. Logan-reported the results
research will supply any anmission has granted cable tele- limited growth. As an example, preschool child had the greatest at -a recent montinif
ths •
vision operators limited rights broadcasters in the top 50 mar- number of colds. As age_ifs-T-Anierican Medical Association. swers.
To find out more about how
to import nonlocal television kets will be
"We advise parents not to
colds declined.
able to buy exlungs grow and work, contact
signals into the nation's largest clusive rights to -movies and
smoke
in
their
child's
bedroom"
boys
Subjects in the study-116
cities as long as the imported network reruns. So if a station and 111 girls-were volunteered they said, "in the car with the your Kentucky Tuberculosis
programs do not duplicate in Chicago bought the rights M- by their parents before they child, or in any room where the and Respiratory Disease
Association. Write P.O. Box
those being shown by local sta- abee a popular movie in its were born. Their illness records child is sitting."
8405, Louisville,
Kentucky
tions.
However, almost half the
area,,a cable operator would were kept for decades, in some
40208. And to supp- -t the fight
Thus, in a comprehensive set- not be permitted
parents
of
the
youngsters
who
34
many
eases
years.
as
as
-to pipe the
against lung dise..se, answer
of rules issued Thursdny, the same film in from another
The results? Severe infections were sensitive to stnoke did not your Christmas Seal
Main at 7th Street
letter.
FCC in a 4-2 vote took the market such as Detroit.
it
even when shown that their
were most common in the very
There's
more
to
do,
middle ground on the major isCable systems operating early years. But they decreased smoking was a major cause of
sue of controversy between within the top
100 markets will gradually after age two in boys their children's asthma. In
cable operators and broad- be allowed to
import two sig- and age five in girls. Mild in- contrast, one or both parents of
fections peaked in preschool 20 of the most severe asthmatic
casters.
nals from stations more than 35
The new rules will permit es- miles
away, with the restriction and early school years, slowly children did quit smoking, and
tablished stations in the major that
they could not provide si- declined until mid-adolescence, 18 of these youngsters showed a
Tonite thru Tue.
markets to retain control over multaneously-via
imported then dropped off abruptly. marked improvement in their
During the year, most colds asthmatic condition.
program materials, bolding the signal-a program
carried by a
line to a considerable extent on local station.
Drs. Logan and O'Connell
occurred between October and
cable TV's development in the ---HoWever, once
y. Colds were scarce daring-I-said there is evidence that 1.3
the-Veal stabig cities. At the same time tion has carried
million Americans, adults as
the program it June, July, and August.
cable TV will be able to expand could be shown on the imported
The study suggested that well as children, are allergic to
in the nation's rural areas and channel.
stiffer
antibiotic therapy did not alter tobacco smoke and
smaller cities.
PANAVISIOlf 1101111111Ullr
Cable systems operating in the number or the kind of in- occasional smoke-caused astir4 M Ilistsi Artists
But FCC Commissioner Nich- markets below
attacks. Recent evidence
the top 100 fection. Also, the passage of
olas Johnson, a key force be- would
at 725' 9:4514itely-3:15Sat,1:25 & 345 Sun
not be allowed to import time had not influenced the also suggests that even nonhind liberalization of cable , signals
except to meet the nun- incidence of respiratory in- asthmatic children are adregulations, objectedEthe new imum standards.
fection since 1930. Result; of the verseiy affected by smoke in the
rules. Johnson charged that
There would be no restric- study were published in a recent home and have significantly
w Ends
(
iLyti., -Or
White House officials, FCC tions on the number of
signals 'Issue of the American Journal more respiratory illness.
Chairman Dean Burch and imported into areas
VV SAT.
To find out more about the
TIfF Al fir
urtserved of Diseases of Children, a
leaders of the film, cable and by regular broadcasting.
essional publication of the effects of smoking and ways to
television industry railroaded
The FCC also announced pro- American Medical Association. kick the habit, check with your
the rules through the commis- posals
Outgrowing colds can be a Kentucky Tuberculosis and
for applying to cable TV
sion.
the same blackouts of local long, scratchy wait. And Respiratory Disease
Johnson was joined by Com- sporting events
RE
that apply to milliones of adults are still laid Association. Write P.O. Box
missioner Robert E. Lee, who regular stations.
low by respiratory infections 8405, Louisville, Kentucky
said the rules had been presentOne major issue yet to be re- every year. To find out more 40208. And to support the
ed only to the largest parties solved is copyrights.
Cable sys- about how your respiratory struggle against smoking,
involved, "perhaps in violation tems do not pay
local stations system works, check with your answer your Christmas Seal
of the legal requirements of the or the networks for the
pro- Kentucky Tuberculosis and Letter. It's a matter of life and
Administrative
Procedures grams they pick up.
breath.
Respiratory Disease
Act."
Burch said he hopes Congress Association. Write --O.
Cable operators have main- will pass
legislation soon to 8405, Louisville, Kentucky,
Weather Kalb Guard
tained there should be no re- deal with
40208. And when your system
copyright fees.
--strictions on which signals they
Cable TV, also known as isn't working right, see your
Tot& xas.(Apr
A Kan_
carry, even if it meant giving CATV for "community antenna doctor.
sas National Guard cold weathcustomers the options of tuning TV," brings
television signals
er training exercise has been
All Seats '1.50
in the same program on more into the home via
coaxial cable
postponed by cold weather.
than, one channel.
Rated
from a central antenna. Fees
.
Near-zero temperatures froze
But that position has been generally run $5
EAST LANSING, Mich.(AP) the Neosho River and postto Wif a month.
strongly opposed by _broadMore than 2,750 CATV sys- - Don't be fooled by your in- poned for the second str,aight
casters, who feared losses in tems
now serve about 4,500 structor's pretty legs, Ron Wat- week the Guard's float trip
advertising revenue by having
communities and more than six kins advises fellow Michigan down the river as a cold weaththe audience for network or million homes
in 49 states.
State University students in his er training exercise.
syndicated programs split
book,"The MSU Professor RatOfficials said the four-day
among more than one station.
ing and Coloring Book."
trip will begin the first Friday
The new rules, to take effect
The 33-page guide offers 387 the river is clear of ice.
Man Learns From Trek
March 31, establish four marthumbnail sketches of faculty
ket categories, based on size,
members.
PLEADS FOR SEAMEN
GRAND RAPIDS,Mich.(AP )
with different regulations for
"She has nice legs ... but
Andy
each.
BALTIMORE (AP) - LiberHonijko, the 50-yearrely more on what's in
old farmer who walked 15,000 should
ty for a foreign sailor in BalThe categories and rules:
head than what's on her timore promises little more
her
-The top 50, where cable op- miles from Alaska to Tierra
lecture notes," he says of one than a visit to the city's honky
erators would be expected to del Fuego to protest pollution, instructor.
tonk district, a tour director
carry three full network chan- returned to his home town of
.1111k.
Watkins writet another pro- complains
nels and three independent Chase Thursday to write a book
fessor "must be a genius-he's
Kalevi A Olkio. who once
about his adventures.
channels.
over everyone's head," and an- served with the Finnish Navy,
"My advice to anyone else is
-Markets 51 through 100,
VCIrte
other "lectures like a used car wants the city to build an interC
where cable operators would be not to do it," said Horujko, a salesman."
national visitors center so forexpected to carry three full net- bachelor. "You need such a
Watkins, n, a senior major- eign seamen have an alterwork channels and two inde- great deal of knowledge about
native
ing in communication, says the "Block to Baltimore's tarried
"
technical skills-such as learnpendent channels.
sketches were drawn from
-Markets below the top 100, ing that walking in boots with
Otherwise. says Olkio. -the
lessor rating forms he disbut served by ,local stations, heels consumes energy."
average seaman will take a
tributed to students last fall.
It
took
where cable operations would
Horuko 15 pairs of
Watkins admits his book walk in downtown Baltimore,
be expected to carry three full heelless boots and nearly two -may not be a
find nothing to really interest or
completely acchallenge him, go back to his
network channels and one inde- years to make his hike, avercurate guide, but it should modern.
aging about 13 miles a day. He
air-conditioned ship
pendent.
serve its intended purpose-a andaip his native beer, thinking
-Remote areas unserved by carried about 30 pounds of stimulus to students and
teach- America is for the birds."
clothing and spent about $5,000.
regular broadcasting.
ers."
N.

Ago.Today
20 Years•...a

ten pounds, could conceivable
by strapped on like a backpack.
To support a breathing
system, the device is connected
to the body through a vein. The
unit is filled with "sandwiches"
made of a thin, transparent
material that functions like
membranes of the lungs.
Carbon dioxide and oxygen pass
through the porous membranes.
Oxygen is supplied by a portable cylinder and flows between the sandwiches. Blood,

Lung Research May Find Cures

SATURDAY-FEBRUARY 5, 1972

Miss Ann Dunn of Murray High School was named atriltiway7
County's Good Citizen by the Captain WendiA Oury chapter of the
DAR on the basis or her essay written on "A Republic-If You Can
• Keep It". Other entries were by Miss Mary Ann Crawford,
College High, and Miss Frances Armstrong, Calloway County
High.
Charles Eldridge of College High FFA is secretary of the
Kentucky FFA and is pictured with other state officers.
The Married Housing Project at Murray State College has been
named College Court,according to Wayne Williams, assistant to.
Dr. Ralph Woods.
t--The Murray State Thoroughbreds lost to Memphis
Statai=r—
University 90 to 72 in a basketball game played in Memorial Hall,
'
Memphis, Tenn.

Cable-Com ani
Given Approval To
Import Programming

j

NEWS SUMMARY

EDUCATION-State School Supt. Dr. Lyman V. Ginger said
Kentucky should prepare for a complete revamping of its school
tax system in the next two years. He said the change may be
necessary because of recent court decisions challenging propertytax financing of public schools as being discriminatory and unconstitutional.
AID-The Appalachian Research and Defense Fund filed suit in
Franklin Circuit Court demanding a change in the state's criteria
for free medical help. The suit challenges two paragraphs in the
Kentucky Public Assistance Manual of Operations denying free
medical aid to those working more than 30 hours per week or
working more than three-quarters of the number of hours a week
usually required to do the type job they have.
AMENDMEMS-Court of Appeals Judge James B. Milliken
says he believes it may be legally possible to amend the state r
constitution more than twice during one legislative session. Now"only two amendments may be submitted to the people, each_.
limited to "no morClhan one subject." Judge Milliken believes
"one subject" can be interpreted to cover a broad area, such as
Kentucky's entire judicial system. REPORT-The state Tobacco and Health Research Board
made its first report to the General Assembly and noted recent
progress in smoking and health research. The board coordinates
smoking and health research at the University of Kentucky
financed by revenue from the state cigarette lax. Its report said
tobacco chemistry now may be altered by filters, additives or
extractions.
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8tidat 3hwer Held'
For Rita Hgtris At
Susan Hale's Home-

Aiiss D-ianne -Hornsby And Ronnie Smith
Are Married At Presbyterian Church

Saturday, February 5
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall
from eight a.m. to 12 noon,
sponsored by the Theta
• s.rtrrielit Of .the Murray.
Woman's Club. Members are
asked to bring items for the salt
on Friday night.

Miss Rita Harris, whose marriage to Jimmy Y. Stroud
will be an event of March 4,iins
honored with a bridal shower
held at the home of Miss Susan
Hale on Thursday, January
at seven o'clock in the evental.-- The charming hostesses for
the prenuptial event were MIS
Susan Hale, Miss Suzanne Rale,Miss Judy Adams, Miss Celia
Simmins, and Miss Joyce
Hopkins.

I

IS

History won't vindicafe
this hurtin' husband •

Monday, February 7
The Kathleen Jones Group of
the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Miss
Lorene Swatur-WIth Mrs.
Madelle Talent as hostess at
Dr. Harry Sparks, was the speaker at the meeting of Kappa
By Abigail Van Buren
For the occasion the honoree
715 pm.Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Tuesday. On the left
chose to wear from her
is Mrs. Tommy Crisp,program chairman for the department.
trousseau a pale green pant suit
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you because I am terribly
The Executive Board of the
and was presented a corsage of
talk to anyone else about
to
ashaped
too
am
and
frustrated
Murray Woman's Club 'Will
pink carnations. Her mother,
r. Sparks Guest
this problem I am marria to a basically wonderful guy,
have its luncheon at the dab
Mrs. Marvin Harris, wore a
sea.
- ----- except for one problem. He is totally uninterested -in
house at 11:30 am. .
navy and light blue pant suit
don't
se
good
apparent
in
health,
and
He's
28,
handsome
WASHER GIRL
with a hostesses' gift corsage of
tell me to send him to a doctor. He loathes them: ,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Washer of
Chapter M of tbe--P.E.O.
white carnations; hii
in
-Ph.D.
imd
II
Histiry,
has
intelligent,
is
very
He
.
s
e
'
the
are
One
•
Sisterhood will meet at the Hazel Route
sex
in
interested'
are
who
people
says
his
work
life.
is
He
Mies
with
were
played
Games
home of Mrs. Paul Sturm at parents of a baby girl, Dana 11
are insecure, and so intellectually dead that sex is all they
Judy Adams winning the prize
•
Lynn, weighing seven pounds
7:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mt* Ronnie Smith
of
the
Department
have left. He always has an excuse for avoiding it. He's
The
Kappa
who presented it to the honoree.
2 ounces, born on Friday,
1
12/
length
floor
taffeta
satin
green
either too tired, it's too late, or he's too preoccupied in
Hornsby,
Dianne
Murray Woman's Club held its •
Miss
The
Miss Harris opened her many
United January 21, at 4:45 a.m. at the
Coldwater
bustle
•
diomething hers leading.
annual Valentine Sweetheart
aughter of Mr. and Mrs. dresses fashioned with
gifts including the
lovely
Methodist Church WSCS is Murray-Calloway County
lace.
in
trimmed
and
backs
beauty
several
eoreests
in
college.
won
have
27,
I am
banqiiet at the dub-Milk In—
Robert Hornsby, and Ronnie
gift of an electric can
hostesses'
scheduled'to meet at the church Hospital.
bouquets
colonial
carried
I'm cheerful, educated, mentally and physically healthy, and
at sixSmith,son of Mrs.Opal Smith of They
opener and knife sharpner.
The new father is employed Tuesday, February 1,
at seven p.m.
centered
carnations
tinted
all
the
tried
life.
of
I've
gimmicks.
sex
I
decent
a
all
want
is
evening.
the
in
Murray and Garland Cleo
with Coles and Phillips Con- thirty o'clock
candle.
Sexy nightgowns, discussing it with him, leaving books and
Refreshments of pink punch
Mrs. Jack Shell introduced
Smith of Phoenix, Arizona, around one lighted
The Olga Hampton Baptist struction Company.
Jerry Smith, brother of the and cookies were served from
magazine articles around for him to see. Even crying.
Harry
winter
a
Dr.
in
speaker,
guest
the
married
were
Grandparents are Mr. and
Women of the Sinking Spring
Nothing helps.
First groom, was the best man, and the beautifully appointed table
Sparks, president of Murray
wedding
M. the
Church will meet at the church Mrs. Merlin Washer of Murray ..
:
state university. In jag talk het-- ....We have one child Is miraclel -aleklityttittland didn't
Rev. Terry Hart was the groom- overlaid with a White cloth and
with
Church
Presbyterian
and Mr. and Mrs. -- Tftwieif
---at seven p.m. -.-ss;wtr come near me for six months after that. I feel rejected. I've
of
at sman. The ushers were Mike centered with an arrangement
fallacy
officiating
the
Moffett
corrected
Charles
Phillips of Hazel. Great
I'd
to
an
having
feel
but
affair,
enjoy
too
guilty
considered
McCage and Keith Barber.
et pink flowers.
radicalism on college
the double ring ceremony.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. majority
I don't want to divorce him because outside of this one , The altar of the church was
Tuesday, February 8
The bride's mother wore 40
quoteds-s-ke
and
today
campuses
- Twenty-nine persons were
ensemble
The WSCS of the Goshen Coil Phillips of Murray, Mr. and Gallup polls as well as other , failing, I love him.
adorned with arrangements of beige coat and dress
or sent gifts.
present
of
McCullough
John
Mrs.
brown acHow can I turn him on?
United Methodist Church will
-gladioli with tinted with chocolate
opinions to support his conBen
and
Tenn.,
Puryear,
mother
groom's
The
p.m.
at
seven
meet
IMAD-11I.OHIA
. - ABANDONED IN BED IN Ftention. Dr. Sparks said he felt
chrysanthemums flanked by cessories.
Tenney of Alpine, Arizona.
ensemble.
campus unrest receives our
candles. The church was wore an aqua knit
DEAR ABANDONED: If he's physically healthy, find
tinted
Providence
New
The
Llltuninated with candles in Their corsages were of
_emphasis in the Press and -.own he so 'are he la his problem could be_lis bit bead.
4
0-Ti‘vor
-4204ns.
Homemakers Club will meet at A.""ts
arelseernatio
w
pews
the
supported
and
window
each
la,
Janulna HE
believes it is not
by_,.._:`1111twa auhrtembitenit
-imsw-in
eirning-lor
Y
_
-age
,
the home of Mrs. John
Mrs. William Floyd Mee
---majority of students but led"!
marked with white satin bowit
isidek'be -waits to solve, you're fighting a losing tattle.
ss.
and
ensemble
knit
brown
a
wore
one p.m.
hry'a small few. He noted that -- So you can either coatinue hi a marriage hat's sexually
and ivy. At the conclusion of the
If outdoor fun and flavors
was
inadequate, or call it quits. It's up to you.- - TO
the religious event, Spireno, is a
ceremony the groom lighted one Mrs. Lena Cunningham
seem far away, make a frankThe Westside Homemakers
ensemble.
sign that students at M.SU are
large candle to symbolize the attired in a navy blue
furter barbecue for an indoor
Club will meet at the home of
Both are grandmothers of the picnic by the fire. Simply
in
involved
and
couple
interested
unity.
Mrs. W.A. Erwin at 12:30 p.m.
my
because
complain
tinted
DEAR ABBY: Maybe I shouldn't
changing their values.
simmer the franks in a tangy
Mrs. Ray Snell of Detroit, groom and also had
carnation corsages.
wife comes about as close to being perfect as any woman
Mrs.
the
traditional
chairman,
program
sauce and bake on a tied of
presented
Mich.,
The
of
Women
The Baptist Young
The guests signed the register compatible sauerkraut, sugI've ever met, but lately she has developed a rather strange
the
the
COM
welcomed'
Crisp,
for
music
Tommy
wedding
the Sinking Spring Baptist
fault. She has fallen in love with another man.
plete candlelight service. — in the foyer of the church. Mrs. gests Reba Staggs, home econmembers and their husbands •
Church are scheduled to meet at
• Before you- say, "Well, what's so strange about that?"
William Vance presided at the omist of the National Live
Bride's Dress
dinner.
potluck
the
following
seven p.m.
hear me out. She has never even MET this man.
register.
Stock and Meat Board. •
the
to
escorted
bride,
She introduced David Butler, a
The
•
He's one of those guys who is on the radio for several
Reception
whb inBarbecued
Robert
brother,
by
Mal,
her
at
_
altar
sophomore
433
No.
Chapter
rap,
Star
Murray
hours at a crack. People call him up and they argue,
-Following the ememony
formed she group of ospirema,
keank-ar
in
f
given
urters-Sauer
Frank
and
Jr.,
Hornsby,
Order of the Eastern Star will
•
-b
carry on right on the air. (They're called "communlmarriage b her rents wore reception was heldin the &tire
-1 • religious event To be held12 frankfurters, scorea
•
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
casters.")
hall.
fellowship
candlelight Madonna satin
spiral fashion
February 13-16 at the MSU
p.m.
When this guy with the golden voice [as she calls hind. a
The bride's table was covered
with a drop
"Spireno" which
2 tablespoons butter or
_
my wife takes the telephone off the hook soldress fashioned
radio,
the
on
is
overlaid
cloth
Groups of the First Baptist
floor length gown with& white linen
margarine
and for Spiritual Revolution
Cal) disturb her. She had a fire in her kitchen the shoulder. The
white netting and centered 14 cup chopped onion
buttons,
Church will meet as follows: I
covered
featuring
-lire WM sponsor 26 year old- - ---Deb°dY
of
out
running
ether day, and would you believe as she was
of white
with Mrs. Owen Billington at
Richard Hogue, a nationally _s the house she grabbed a transistor radio so she wouldn't miss insets of lace, and pointed with an arrangement
2 cup chopped green pepper
1
/
in ivy in the 34 cup chili sauce
trimmed
gladioli
"Jesus
9:30 a.m., II with Mrs. John
the
in
known speaker
sleeves at the wrist, was
a word this guy said?
green and white theme. silver
2 teaspoon Worcestershire
Keel at ten ain., and III with.
Movement".
Since she's become hooked on this radio guy, that's all fashioned with a bustle back
appointments were used: The
sauce
Mrs. Edgar Pride at two p.m.
a
over
worn
Hostesses for the dinner were
train
length
and full
,she talks about
three tiered wedding cake, I-teaspoon prepared
NEAT-Mtton canvas takes Mesdames' Glenn Rogers,
hoop skirt. The dress was worn
JEALOUS
Any
suggestions?
topped with a bride and groom
mustard
The Quota Club will meet at naturally to the crisp, tailor- Darold Keller, Dale Cochran,
by her mother at her wedding.
statuette, was at one end of the 1 2 teaspoon salt
the Southside Restaurant at 12 ed lines of spring's safari Don Tucker;David Lanier, and
matching
in
trimmed
Her veil
suit. The long-sleeved jacket
DEAR JEALOUS: Don't complain. Lei her enjoy the
table and the punch was served
1 can (1 pound, 11 ounces)
noon.
is trimly belted over cuffed M.D.Hassell.
lace was full length.
voice. lea good insurance against comgolden
the
with
man
sauerkraut, drained
the other end in a silver
at
„
a
was
The Call to prayer and self shorts. By Trifles.
jewelry
only
Her
petition who may appear in the flesh.
punch bowl.
Melt
butter or margarine.
the
of
gift
denial of the Hazel United
wedding bracelet,
Hostesses for the reception Add onion and green pepper.
a
carried
Methodist Church WSCS will
bride
The
groom.
children
Mrs. Kenneth Barber, Cook until tender. Add frankDEAR ABBY: I am interested le your views on
meet at the home of Mrs. Koska
hand embroidered hand- were
Jerry Lee Smith, Mrs. furters and brown lightly.
Mrs.
joining organizations.
by
carried
Jones at ten a.m. A covered dish
kerchief that was
Do you feel it is wise to fords•child to join groups such 1 her grandmother. Her flowers Richard H°rmbli and-bill.`"Cornbine chili sauce, Worcesluncheon will be served.
interno
shows
child
the
IOW
Boy
Scouts
or
Nelda Smith.
rflIcouts
-willlt
tershire sauce, mustard and
were a bouquet of white rose
Calloway County Health
music was -salt. Add -ter -frankfurters.
training session was held
of it?
A
part
Background
a
being
in
Wit
"
WSCS
the
of
ribbon
circles
Morning
buds with white
recently for women working' Department later gave an inI am accused of letting my children rule me because 1
played and a fire was in the Cook slowly 10 minutes. Spoon
of the First United Methodist
formative talk on "Basic Foods
of Child
It has been suggest- streamers fashioned in a fireplace for the reception. sauerkraut into 2-quart casDepartment
things.
such
in
choice
the
with
a
them
given
have
Church will rneet at 9:30 a.m. as
nosegay.
and Nutrition" which was very
Welfare in their Homemaker
Guests were given tiny green serole. Arrange frankfurters
ed to me that children are not always a good judge of
follow: Alice Waters with Mrs.
Miss Dawn Hornsby was her
enlightening in how to plan
enjoy something, and often find they
program. Ladies from
they'll
not
or
Services
whether
net bags of rice tied with white on sauerkraut and pour sauce
James Garrison, 303 Oakdale;
maid of honor and Miss
nutritionally sound meals.
Calloway and Marshall counties
enjoy things they were negative about to start with. What do sister's
over all. Cover tightly and
satin ribbon.
the
was
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. Haron
Fulton
- Leah
Helpful printed material was
A MOTHER
mornings during the
a short bake in a moderate oven
you
the
for
think?
in
left
met
couple
The
West,1301 Olive Boulevard; and
bridesmaid.They were emerald
passed out by Mrs. Harmon to
week of January 17-21.
weee%rig trip with the bride t-350'7".) -20 traniteii. 6 gerVMaryleona Frost with Mrs.
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Meeting To Be MIMI -Finders Vair
Held To Plan
Quality
-I-n-Pfictv-A-nd
Creek Drainage

Robert Lowe, Jr., left, and Robert Lowe,Sr., hold a long string
of Crappie they caught near Blood River.

Short Shots
from LBL

Interested sportsmen are
There Is no question you'll just as many as anyone else on
urged to attend a meeting to be
catch more fish with a depth the lake.
held in Bardwell to determine
_finder, if you know how to use it
Even the cheapest unit on the
the outcome of the Mayfield correctly. The fisherman that market offers its owners the
Creek bottom drainage plan and
owns one and still doesn't catch opportunity to search out the
the rechanneling of the stream
fish, just hasn't taken the time whereabouts of a fish. If you're
system. This meeting will be
to learn how to read the signals willing to put out a pretty hefty
held February 24,at 1:30p.m. in
sent out by the little green box. buck or two, you can buy them
the Carlisle County Courthouse
I still remember the first time up to 3000 dollars that will even
in Bardwell. The proposals I
took my depth finder to the tell you the name of the fish, if
could have a definate effect on
lake. As I remember Freddie he has one. But for our use in
the waterfowl habitat,
Swan(of Murray) and I decided this area, I'd say that a fellow
to go to Blood River to try the can do just as good with a unit of
Mule deer can travel as fast new fish finder I had just 200 dollars or less. Of course,
as 35 miles per hour.
purchased at Uncle Jeff's the there are the "El Chepos" on
morning before.:We were both the market for as low as 50
azutioui'to try if oui because we bucks, but take a word of advise
had heard that they really make from me, if you want to come
fishing easy, but we were soon out ahead in the long run, you'll
to learn that you must know how get a reasonably good one to
to to read the signals in order to start with. This is something
find the drop off ledges and to be generally in the $130.00 to
able to recognize the bushy $250.00 price range.
areas where crappie hang out.
There are several places here
Probably I won't have to tell in Murray you can buy them.
time to hunt is usually from you that we didn't even get
a Some places you can get them a
November to March with tops bite. Why? We didn't take
the heap cheaper than others, so
being in November because time to find out more about
the shop around before you buy.
they haven't been hunted very fish finder.'
• Almost all the sporting goods
much..
Now that I've had years of places here in Murray carry
itickince.
ot
Your
WV*'-&Xt-- them and after checking atound
drys of exPetielm&=..10._1(
laugh at that little episode. I in other cities within a 100 mile
scouting, you should try to remember that the
very next radius of Murray, I've found
locate smack dabb in the middle day I ordered a
book on how to Murray has all of them beat on
of the flyway, because a crow read the signals, then
I con- prices.
has his patterns and he's smart. tacted several
people, one being
After due consideration I
For instance he'll never fly Lester
Donaldson, a well known have come up with a rating and
down a fence row, he always
fisherman in this area. I asked I shall name them in order,as to
cuts across and if you'll hunt
instructions on how to us the my opinion of which is best.
with the wind to your back - fish finder
correctly. Then with
Lowrance, holds the No. 1
-ga-bitter shooting.
.Uster's helpi WW1 _became spot on ..tny_list and. will give
calling is irriportant"7
proficient at resew/ha depth yearo-Alf-geolL.
-Iteratee. Ray
. I prefer a hand caller finder and
soon I was catching Jefferson holds the Na. 2 spot
because you can vary the tone
and is probably a close second
and loudness to suit any conto the Lowrance. The No. 3 spot
ditions.
HUNTING BOATS
is taken by the Health-Kit, a doWhen considering guns for
ARE SUBJECT
it-yourself model, but my No. 4
crows, I'd say just about any
TO FEDERAL LAW
choice, built by Herters, runs a
gauge, but I prefer the smaller
Duck
hunters
using • power real close race with the Healthshot, say 6's or 7½ 's.
Kit Probably my No. 5 choice
With todays short game bird boats are reminded by the Coast
would be Sea Scope. They are
Guard
Boating
Safety
Detachseasons
and shooting
fairly
dependable, but it has
ment
in
Paris, Tenn., that their
restictions its hard for a man to
been my experience that the
do enough shooting to make him- - boats are subject-to-Federallight weakens after lots of use.
a good vringshot. But crowl - regulations.
Chief Boatswain's Mate ItIndia a shade so it is extremly
hunting is one sure fire way to
Douglas Pearce, officer-in. hard to read in direct sunlight.
sharpen your aim with ole
The sounding devices made by
betsy while getting ready for charge of the unit, says that his
men have problems every year Bushwell would probably hold
next years fun to begin.
with duck boats and other light. my No. 6 spot.
_
Fran not meeting Federal
I could tell you all kinds of
Whder Crappie Fishing
equipment requirements.
goop on how fast sound travels
, Best In Years
"Most hunters believe that in water, how long batters will
Seviirid boat docks around because they are hunting in- last and what's best to use, and
Kentucky Lake and Lake stead of on a Sunday afternoon all about a transducer; but if
Barkley are reporting the best cruise with the family Federal you're really interested in
"off-season" crappie fishing in boating laws don't apply to buying one, a salesman would
many years. Big strings of slab them. The laws are always in really get his kicks showing you
crappie averaging 1 pound or effect and will be enforced," how much he knows about the
little fish boxes. You know, its
better are being taken in both Chief Pearce said.
U the boat is powered by an getting harder and harder
lakes this winter, indicating we
may be in for a bumper harvest engine, regardless of hoc. every day to be a fish.
this spring. Most fishermen Sepower,it is subject to Federal
report best results with min- equipments whenever operated
nows at 12 to 15 feet along the In Federal navig
waters.
the
stumps and brush of the old Equipment required.
river and creek bed channel boat includes Coast-Cu
banks, although good catches approved life saving devices for
are also being taken at the same every person on board.
walleye fishing season in
"Forgetfulness or just lack of KentuclI3çWill close February 1
depth over "artificial sets".
Navigation charts and elec- room often causes life savilig and will remain closed
Chief throug
months of
'c depth finder1-1114 big devices to be left be
help in locating the dropoffs. If Pearce said. "Hunters don't February and Mar
stop to realize that if a boat
you don't have a depth finder
Reason for this annual
the best of
try a 2-ounce bell sinker with 12 capsizes even
season on walleye, Fish a
to 15 feet of line on the end Of a swimmers would have difficuhr
Wildlife Resources Corn=
cane or fibre glass pole, thew staying afloat because et bulky
missioner Arnold Mitchell said,
ease along the approximate clothing, large -boots, guns and
is that walleye spawn
channel area marked on your shells."
Chief Pearce urges all hun- (reproduce) during these two
chart bouncing the weight
months and it is hoped that
gently along the bottom until ters to contact appropriate state
closing the season will increase
you find the dropoff. This officials-state boating com- the
state's population of this
method can also be used ef- missioners, wardens and fish.
fectively in finding dropoffs conservations agents-or any
There is no closed season on
near the bars tbat cross the Coast Guard unit for inentrance of the lake em- formation about existing any other fish in Kentucky, the
commissioner added.,
- telinlatIvae.
bayments.

Crow Shooting Sharpens lipCpming—Season
IYJERR
Greg Mills wheeled his car off
a paved road near Hickman Ky.
and turned sharply down a
rutted out, muddy log road.
"Hit 'em hard," Jim King
said, as we came upon some
Ake?, retatoverect with ice. "If
you don't we'll be stuck.
Then we came to a railroad
track and saw what we'd been
looking for "crows" Luther
Kanipe hollered, "Let's go after
'ern boys."
"They're early today," Jim
said "But they're moving down
the same flight lane as before.
re were lots of crows
here last night, but they'll roost
farther up the river, so lets get
our shooting before it gets
dark."
- There were four of us in
Greg's compact car and it was
loaded to-the brim with all our
equipment and gun_
"They're smaller Ohn the
smartest goose I've aPer,seen"
say's Jim, "so lets get set up in
a hurry and get hidden good".
Soon crows were pouring
like continous wildfire, but as
they came over the high hills
near the river, they just
wouldn't drop enough attitude
for us to be really effective with
our calls.
;Just as we had gotten hidden

...:..- : Fishing ..: ,.
:. ,:.
I Report .:: !::'..

good, we looked up and saW
dozen crows coming our way,
but they saw us and flared.
Then Greg's hand call was
sounding low so I knew some
crows had to be close.
Then I spotted them, across the dormant trees. ,and
boring straight for us. Luther
and Jim saw them and froze.
Now the birds were over our
hiding place and drifting dead
on.
"Take 'em Jerry", Greg
whispered. I mapped uptight_
hat I didn't shoot. The titerirlif
didn't see us and they-kept
coming. They were-15-yards
high when Jim and Luther
_popped up and their shotguns
echoed in union. I saw a crow hit
the ground at the same time I
saw another flair above me. I
yanked the trigger of my 870
Remmington, missed and then
scored with my secound shot.
As I watched the crow tip, I was
aware of Greg
frantically
swinging his double barrell
ind me. The 12 guage roared
and the crow began to spin
downward. He fired again and
Luther's gun blasted its third
shell at the same brae. Then it
was all over.
"I don't know where
came from" Greg chu
'Al first I saw 4 birds but when
I stood up there were crows all
around us.
"For a secound I couldn't
decide which target to shoot at,
"said Jim, "They must have
been over 25 yards high."
"There's too much brush, I
couldn't get a good clear shot",
Luther said, "I couldn't even
find a hole to shoot through."
The Crows movement continued at this pace until about
dusk. We decided to go back to
the car because we couldn't get
any more crows to look us over.
We had been having our fun
just being in the out-of-doors
and it didn't really matter if we
_IICOrlid_any more that _ because, like every sportsman,
we love, just being outside.

Black bass are fair in Kentucky Lake by fishing deep drop
ofrs iiiitThaergreand sarlii8a
vrith- a black jig and pork rind.
Several black bass are being
caught on plastic worms and
hellbenders also.
The old reliable ( hot shot) is
still the top bait for the serious
sawger fisherman . Several
catches are -being- -taken-et-4i
feet depth
Crappie
are excellent on
Barkley Lake, fishing stick ups
The best bet for crow hunting
from 6 to 12 feet deep. Several
--Add -bridge foundations are in Hickman is to pick an area
producing good catches on near a large roost and then it's
Barkley.
no problem at all. Then get in
Kentucky Lake crappie have touch with the land owner, he'll
been slower this past week but probably be glad for you to
are picking up considerably come onto his land to thin out
since the lake has stabilized. some of the pesky critters.
Good catches are being taken at There is no closed season on
10 to 18 feet on brushy, stumpy crows in Ky. except for a few
ledges., with the water fluc- days in November. But you do
tuating near 355 at Ky.
a hunting license. The best

ce
I
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Walleye Season Is
Closed Two Months

Eagles Revisited Weekend
February 25, 26, rr
The majestic bald eagles that
visit Land Between the Lakes
during the winter will be the
star attractions during the third
annual Eagle Workshop to be
held at Kentucky Dam Village
State Resort Park February 25,
26, and 27. All those interested
in an exciting weekend afield
are urged to make their
reservations early for the
"Eagles Revisited" program,
which is one of a series of field
naturalist workshops sponsored
by the Kentucky Department of
Parks.
Land Between the Lakes is
TVA's big outdoor recreatien
between Kentucky take and
Luke Barkley in west Kentueltf
and Tennessee. The quiet,
wooded coves of the two lakes
are favorite eagle
haunts
during February and March
when as many as 50 to 100 of the
giant birds may be in the area.
Golden Eagles are also spotted
on occasion, although less
frequently than Bald Eagles.
Guided field trips to Land
Retweaokto will
highlight the weekend activities
that will also include slide
lectures and cliscussiones about
nature photography. Among the
field leaders and lecturers will
be Dr. Clell Peterson, Murray
State University, Dr. Roger
Barbour, University of Kentucky; Charles Rippy and John
Tierney, naturalists with the
Kentucky -Department-- of
Parks; and Dr. Ray Nall;TVA
biologist in Land Between the
Lakes.
For reservations or additional
information on the "Eagles
Revisited" weekend write or
call Kentucky Dam Village
State Resort Park, Gilbertsville, Kentucky 42044, phone,
502,362-4271.
Lake Access Areas Open
Twenty boat launching areas
along the Kentucky Lake-Lake
Barkley shoreline in Land
Between the Lakes provide easy
year-round access to some of
the best crappie and bass
fishing areas on the lakes.
Campsites are also available at
the lake access areas and at
Piney Campground throughout
the winter season. Listed below
are the free lake access areas
in Land Between the Lakes:
Lake Barkley
Nickell Branch
Demumbers Bay
Kuttawa (near Davenport Bay
Eddyville Ferry (near Clay
Creek)
Cravens Bay (closed until
March 1)
-Taylor Bay (closed until March
1)
Shelley Hill (boat launch only)
Shaw Branch (boat launch
only)
Bacon Creek
Neville Bay
Bards Dam ftin Bards Lake
Gatlin Point ( near Bear Creek
Kentucky Lake -Twin Lakes (Nickell Cove)
Pisgah'Point
Yale (Pisgah)
Birmingham
Ferry
(picknicking only)
Sugar Bay
Redd Hollow ( between Turkey
and Rushing Bays)
Blue Spring (Dry Fork-boat
launch only)
Boswell Landing Trim-Wei BOT
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GitOUSE-A GREAT WAY TO
CLOSE OUT HUNTING SEASON

FRANKFORT, Ky.-Those Kentuckians who are reludamt to
storage their-LIWOrigiBins can take
r
Isa,ellTthl Feb.Wejet
- It efitusting•
While the quail and rabbit seasons end Jan. 31 and'since the
waterfowl seasons, too, are over, the hunter may be a bit
lonesome. Yet he still may engage in some of the trickiest, yet
most rewarding shooting of the entire season-that is if he wishes
to seek out the ruffed grouse in the extreme eastern Becton of the
state.
There are approximately 30 counties in this tier where the
grouse, that wily,rough and nervous mountain bird may be found.
In other sections, this species is practically non-existent now,
although about the turn of the ceutury they_ Were, piengbik _ .
parts of the commonwealth.
A change in the forests played havoc with this fine bird. The
grouse, biologists will tell you, obtains its principal food from the
small nuts and grapes and berries and the succulent buds on
small bushes and trees. This food was present everywhere in the
state in years gone by but was destroyed with the clearing of the
forests and woodlots and with the encroachment of civilization.
The grouse, like many other species of wildlife, just doesn't get
along very well with civilization.
But in Eastern Kentucky, this deceptive bird was given a
second chance. After the wooded sections were cut over, new
saplings and grasses, vines and berries eme;
•
, •-within a few
years and furnished not only sufficientfood
ON'ample cover,
.
which the grouse demands.
This change started taking place 25 to M years ago in the
mountain region and the grouse, like many species of wildlife,
bounced back in the suitable surroundings. Now huntable
populations are available in the hill country.
Another factor affecting the return of the Eastern Kentucky
grouse, experts believe, was the outinigration of residents of
these sections. In many mountain hollows families had eked out
vegetable and cash crops by cultivating their bottom land. But
when other sources of income were cut off the families were
unable to subsist on what they could glean from the land and were
forced to move away. Within a few years these once-cultivated
areas became thick with grasses, vines and berries, offering an
excellent menu and fine cover for the grouse. And the grouse
came back in ratio to the exodus of people.
At present grouse are scattered throughout this mountain
section since most areas offer a variety of food and cover.
However, if the food crops would be hard hit in the valleys, the
grouse move further up the mountain, feeding on nuts, buds and
berries as well as certain types of fern. Or, under given conditions, they may be located right on top of the mountain as other
types of food become available there.
The mountain areas are cut by long, winding logging trails
which man can put to good use in hunting. By using a four-wheeldrive vehicle, a hunter can ride through these areas while his
dogs fan out on each side. This makes easy hunting for man but it
doesn't help the dog much. ,
Most often the hunter must seek out the grouse on foot amity
this he had best be in good physical condition. That's a
prerequisite, and not only because of the hill climbing. A closeworking dog is a pleasure to a grouse hunter and even for a crack
shot, closeness to the quarry is essential.
The grouse is usually flushed from the thick undergrowth and
apparently nature has equipped it with a sort of radar system
since it can put a tree between itself and the hunter with unerring
accuracy.
Grouse hunting is excellent sport and is a fine way to close out a
hunting season. Should a hunter be successful in his quest for
grouse he can expect a gourmet's delight if the bird is properly
prepared as a meal.
And by the way, not that it matters too much, but the limit is
four per day or eight in possession, but the follow who reaches
thatlimit is rare and is indeed mighty lucky.
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— Players Ask For Exception For UK .Coach

Krejci TO Enter Featurelrati AntZliwitationat-

rebuts**

'since the
y be a bit
icidest, yet
If he wishes
!ction of the

By MIKE BRANDON
•
' Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Murray State's All-America
harrier Jim Keejci will be the
Racers entry in the feature two
mile race next weekend at the
Mason-Dixon Invitational at
Louisville.
Krejci, fresh, from a third
place finish in the indoor mile at
the University of Illinois last
week, set a new school record
by recording a time of 4:09.9 as
the Racers finished fourth in a
seven team meet.
Illinois won the meet by
picking up 921,4 points while
Drake University was second
with a distant 431s. Northeast
Missouri took third position by
nudging out Murray 3.3k2-33.
Middle Tennesee, the only
other OVC entrance, had 31
points while Lincoln University
scored 15. Kentucky State
finished last with 6102 points.
Besides Krejci's new school
record, another Murray mark
fell. Freshman Mark Hiestand
of New 'York high jumped 6'6"
in a fourth place finish.
The surprise of the meet was
the first place finish of freshman Cuthbert Jacobs in the
finals of the 300 yard
Jacobs won the even with-a

superb time of :30.8 seconds. of Washington, D.C. As far as
120 yard High Hurdles--Craft
His time was just .2 seconds the meet last week, we just and Verry.
from former Murray great
were not in top shape. The
440 yard Intermediate HurTommy "T—Bird" Turner's Christmas layoff definitely hurt dles—Craft,
and
Verry
record.
us. Also some of the freshmen
Fred Sowerby turned in a were nervous, as this was their
Long,,huriv-Bucklez and
second place finish in the 440 first taste of indoor competition. Williams.
dash with a time of :48.5. Randy
Our one big plus was the perTriple Jump—Buckley and
Smith picked up a fifth place formance of Jacobs. I feel that Williams.
finish in the 60 yard dash with a he is the next Tommy Turner,"
High Jump—M. Hiestand and
time of :06.4. Smith finished .3 concluded Cornell. .
J. Hiestand,
of a second behind Jacobs in the
Krejci will be one of the top
Shot Put—Bibbie, Ford,
300 yard dash.
two milers entered in the meet Forbes and Jerz.
Don Bibbie picked up a fifth next Saturday. Krejci, native of
Discus—Bibbie, Ford, Jere
place in the shot put event for
Edwardsville, Illinois, finished and Waddle.
Murray with a fling of 47'-7ks". third in the two mile event last
Javelin—deMunnik,
Other entries in the Mason- week with a time of 9:06.1.
Weideman and Jerz.
Dixon Games for Murray next
Murray will be entered in
Pole Vault—Michael.
week will be Sonny Fennell, four more indoor meets before
1972 Roster
enteredin the Kentuckiana Mile the NCAA meet in petroity
John Balbach, Louisville;
and Jacobi in the feature 400. frarch 10th and
Mark Bauman, Flint,
Murray's mile relay team wtll
1972 Tentative Lineup
chigan; Don Bib*, Dixbela the feature mile relay.
100 yard dash—Bloomfield, moore, Illinois; Royston
Jacobs will be running the first:14_ Jacobs and Smith.
Bloomfield, Kingston,
leg while the second leg will go
=0 yard dash—Bloomfield, Jamaica; Steve Browne, West
to Mike Campbell. Ashman Jacobs, Smith, Samuels, Indies.
Samuels will run the third leg Campbell and Sowerby.
-Granville Buckley, Virgin
while Sowerby will take the last.
440 yard sash—Campbell, Island; Michael Campbell,
"Some of the best individuals Samuels, Sowerby, Francis, Kingston, Jamaica; Gary Craft,
in the nation will be
par- and Jacobs.
Clarkson, Kentucky; Herman
ticipating in the meet next
880 yard dash—Francis, deMunnik, Orillia, Ontario;
week," said coach Bill Cornell. Hicks and Fennell.
Sonny Fennell, Kerry, Ireland;
"Tommy Turner will be entered
Mile run—Krejci,Fennell and Phil Forbes, Maplevies, New
in the 600 yard dash and the Prokop.
York.
Fent.liervey.
Throe-Milw-Iida=11&mmil-a•,1113 -the
err=7"
1 Track Club Fullarton,ICrejci_
West Indies;
Bret.
Gregg Marton, Elliot Lake,
Ontario; Alfonza Hicks,

BY

stift_MAJLES API FRRSK
NEW LONDON, Conn. (AP)
— A nuclear-powered submarine, transferring water
used as a coolant, inadvertently
discharged 500 gallons into the
Thames River
The coolant was being transferred from the nuclear attack
submarine Dace to Lhf submarine tender Fuller

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three former University of
Kentucky s;ars now Professionals with the Kentucky Colonels have signed a petition urging that 70-year-old UK coach
Adolph Rupp be allowed to contioue on the job past normal retirement age.
Forward Dan Issel and
guards Louie Dampier and
Mike Pratt of the American
Basketball Association team
have signed the petition, the
Louisville Courier-Journal reported.
Rupp, the winningest coach
in college basketball, will be
forced to retire unless a mandatory retirement rule is
waived. The veteran coach,
who refused to say whether he
will be back next season, denied knowledge of the petition.
Gerry Calvert, a Lexington

ago' When he had the blood
clot in his foot,he didn't look
good. But I think he looks great
this year."
Dampier, also a participant
in the ABA All-Star game,said,.
-"I think it's discriminatory to
make him retire if he doesn't
want to."

attorney who played for Rupp,
is organizing the drive, Issel
said.
"We don't think he should be
forced to retire, especially in
light of all that coach Rupp has
done for Kentucky," awl said.
"I think that a rule that says
a man has to retire because
he's reached a certain age is,
to put it quite frankly, ridiculous," Issel said.

Bengals Sign Agent
CINCINNATI (AP) —
mar Ohio State quarterback
Ron Maciejowski, who was on .
the Chicago Bears' roster in
1971, signed with the Cincinnati
Bengals as a free agent Thursday.
Maciejowski was signed by
Bengals' General ManageCoach Paul Brown after demonstrating -his throwing ability at Riverfront stadium Thurs-

The 6-foot-9 forward who was
voted the outstanding player in
the recent ABA All-Star game
added that if Rupp's former
players aren't enough to obtain
an exception to the retirement
rule, "then we're ready to go
out to the public and get as
many signatures as we can."
Pratt said, "Why should he
be made to retire because of
some standard set a long time

Guokas Injures Ankle

SCOTT DRUG

CINCINNATI ( AP) — Guard
Matt Guokas will be out of action for at least 10 days with a
sprained ankle, the Cincinnati
Royals of the National Basketball Association reported
Bobby Winkles, who pro- Thursday.
duced three - NCA-A chagmtgo----gtioTtes Was injureiThi-the
ship baseball teams at Arizona nal play of the Royals' 116-105
State, will coach with the Cali- victory over the New York
fornia Angels this year
ICnicits Wednesday night.
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DALLAS BAPTIST

1
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6
11
1
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16
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FLORIDA STATE
GETTYSBURG

•
10L. MIME_
16 'SOUTH ALABAMA
24 ELIZABETHTOWN
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Trenton, New Jersey; John and
Mark Hiestand, Liverpool, New
York.
Cuthbert Jacobs, West Indies; Charles Jerz, Harvey,
Illinois; Jim Krejci, EdWardsville, Illinois; Mark
Michael, Murray; Pat Prokop,
Detroit.
Ashman Samuels, Kingston,
,Jamaica; Craig Segerlin,
Sinclatroille, New York; Randy
Smith, Montego Bay, Jamaicas
Fred Sowerby, Bronx, New
York; Dennis Sturt, Matawan,
New Jersey.
Patrick •Verry, Manitoba,
Canada; Roger Wiedeman,
'Metropolis, Illinois; Thomas
Williams, Pulaski, New York;
Jay Waddle, Howe', Ohio.
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SLACKS
Look sharp in the newest
fashion-textured knit flares.
Ivy model with two front western pockets, two back pockets,
ban-roll pleated waistband,
french fly and nylon zipper.
Assorted fancies, checks and
stripes in blue and brown.
Sizes 29-38.
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the limit is

ho reaches .

KUTZTOWN
INDIANA U.-S.E.
XAVIER,OMIO
DUQUESNE

POLAROID
COLOR FILM

WESTM1NSTER-UTAH

DRY CLEANING

LOAFERS:

HOUR SERVICE

2/$ 1 89

Free! Mothproofing-Mildew proofing

We have shirt laundry Services here!

Values.' _s• siors with these
orlon. ment-Azinv socks in
a wide assortment of colors.
Sizes 10-13.

MODEL
CAR KITS

ONEHOUR
MARTINIZING
ONE HOUR SERVICE

Hefty, longwearing
Construction

*

Sizes 6h-I2 in brown
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FRAM

OIL FILTERS

* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday, Feb. 7, 8 8 9

SUITS

*
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ANY SIZE
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2-ROLL
PACKS

For

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Compare at

1.97

All latest model kits from
AMT, MPC, Revell, Monogram. Large assortment from
which to choose.

Fits most cars. Keeps your
smooth."
running
engine
Big Savings.

BELAIR,SHOPPING CENTER
Acres of Free Parking

Phone 753-8777

BANKAMERICAR

* Rock
* Sacred
• Country

-
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Peacock Revolution Is
Slowing Down Slightly
kigitieng

SATURDAY-FEBRUARY 5, 1972

i Air Officers-Cases Tried•=Army Seeking
in Calloway
County Court

The United States Army has of the training, a flight officer
reopened its Warrant Officer nas a three year commitment.
Flight Training program.
The opportunities for travel a .
According to Sergeant Work, warrant officer has are nearly
a
Army recruiter for Calloway unparalleled. Helicopters 4--particularly are being widely
'
Yuung men witban urge
Several ClierNave been etiuntY
NEW YORK (AP) - They
Something of a purge is on
to fly are once again needed to used by the Army. A warrant ,
called it the Peacock Revolu- and already gone are the cas- heard in the court of Calloway man the Army's rotary aircraft. officer's preferences for
duty '
t 0. Miller.
tion when flamboyance hit
fringe,
"It takes
months
of will be
noted althowgh all .
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men's fashion in the 1960s. But enormous
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ltS, trelaecilitr:gic
sophisticated training to qualify decisions are influenced by the '
teo.00
2:
igehstinPgarkFeirn,edRo$L
kr
the peacock has tucked in its and giant windowpane plaid jaJea
as a Warrant Officer," ex- needs of the Army. Besides his tailfeathers-a victim of what suits.
plained the sergeant, "but once standard salary, the W also
one fashion leader calls -tooThe gimmicks have vanished, costs $13.50, Department ot Elan that's finished you'll be a full- receives $100 a month flight
muchism."
and the "return to elegance" and Wildlife.
fledged helicopter pilot and also pay. The promotion scale for
Roger Crouse, Route 2,
Men who were shocked, then has begun. Shapes are simpler,
an officer in the United States- warrant officers runs from WI t excited and finally frustrated Colors are quieter. Large pat- Hunting out of season. Fine Army with all the respect
and to W4.
4-'
Wildlife.Departnient
by that flood of new ideas in: terns have given way to the--441
and
ts $13.50,
,hcos
45F
-OiQs
privileges due you."
Army's use of aircraft
the 1960s are now getting some smaller and more precise. TheTo qualifY for the WOFT ranges from battlefield pick-up
Girvis Dowdy, Riviera
calm.
three-piece suit along with the
program, a young man must be to transportation service betwhite shirt and button-down -Courts, speeding. Fined $10.00, between the ages of /8-27. He
ween Army posts to traffic
collar has been resurrected,--Oats $18.5°'
,State Puttee'— should have at least 60
supervision to speeding medical ;
Gary Burkeen, Route I,
"Old favorites" such as madrduplicated semester hours of aid in times of disaster. Army
as, herringbones and checks Dexter, Racing motor vehicle college level studies or the
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as well as wild five-color
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Winter is a flu wonderland,
Like the common cold, flu is
an infection of the upper
respiratory tract. But it is much
more severe. Flu viruses can
work- their way into-- the
breathing passageways and
damage the linings, then spread
to the air sacs where oxygen
and carbon dioxide are exchanged. The workings of the
entire body can be disrupted:
Antimicrobial drugs do not
attack flu viruses but they can
work to fend off other cornplications. With bed rest and
medical attention, most people
recover within days or weeks
from the flu. But if the infection

is not properly tended, cornplication.s like pneumonia can
set in.
•
There are several different
types of pneumonia,some more
serious-than. others. But about
half a them are caused by
viruses,, and antibiotics are
ineffective in treating viral
pneumonia. Antibiotics can be
, in treating types
useful,, though,
of pneumonia caused by bacteria. "Walking pneumonia,"
whose symptom is usually a
violent cough,
, is still another
kind of infection caused by the
smallest , free-living agent of
disease called mycoplasmas.
This agent cannot be called a

virus or a bacteria, but it has
characteristics of both. Antibiotics can help combat this
infection.
Anyone with suspicious
symptnms et -vinlent coughing,
chills, chest pains, fever, and
headache,should call his doctor
immediately. Infections of the
respiratory tract, even when
they respond to antibiotics,
demand early - diagnosis and
treatment. The pneumoniainfluenza disease group is the
country's fifth leading killer.
To support the struggle
against respiratory disease,
answer your Christmas Seal
letter. There's more to do.
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1965-10'x55' TRAILER, two
bedrooms, partially furnished.
Washer and dryer extra. Phone
753-7401 between 8:00 a.m. and
5:00 a.m
FOC
SHAFt0LALS BULL, 2 years
old. Call Jim Norwood at 489F7C
=35.
FARFISA COMPACT organ,
with Vox amplifier and leslie tone
cabinet. Call 753-3831.
FlOP

der:, and
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- Tomato - Lettuce - Onion
* Special Frt., Sat., Sun. *
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Available. For information
F7p contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
. Savings and Loan, Main Street in
Murrayorphboe/5341121.- -TIPC
. Take along a sack full.
Ikea on a Biscuit.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
$.25 or for $.89.
duplex, fully' carpeted, central
heat and air. Built-in stove.
Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC

ThatjOn '
ter
s of 26th
!dent

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs LARGE MOBILE home, all
for rent or sale. Rent applies to furnished. Electric heat, airpurchase. Lonardo Piano., Co., conditioned, automatic washer.
across from Post Office, Paris, Located 12 miles from Murray
F4C near New Concord on Kentucky
Lake. Phone 4364427.
F7C
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SPECIAL PRICES on good used
trolling motors. Used Silvertrol
trolling motor, like new, $49.95
each. Used Shakespeare trolling
motor, like new $49.95 each.
Special prices on new Super
Motor Guide - Silvertrol and
Lazytrol Trolling motors. Mack
and Mack, Aurora, phone 474-

•
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King Kyle Keesett and Odd Jennifer Jenkins are flanked by thdr avid after the

-oreesk• k theamaller elialkg_gortionlif the Puryear'pageant..lailidlitate-Bruce_27._________
-----idessatler,seeond
page; Tbst-itanslin, first page; King Kyle; Qnsew-Aitudiar;Jennifer
McCoy, first maid; and Karon Barnhill, second maid.
-Piste by Brisendine

DINING TABLE end table,
dresser
and
apartment
cookstove. $25.00 for all. Call 7538370.
F7C

Two bedrooms, large bath, 1000 BALES OF timothy hay at
TWO BEDROOM trailer. Phone washer and dryer included, fully $.75 per bale and a 5 foot bushhog.
Jimmy Stallens,'Cadiz 522carpeted, new drapes, recently Phone 489-2284 or 489-2155. F7C
6332.
F5P
painted. Many other extras. You
must see to appreciate. Drive by SIX INTERIOR doors, cheap.
THREE BEDROOM house,
and look, then call for ap- Also used Lavatory and comelectric heat and air, close to all
pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or mode. See at The Ledger and
schools. Extra large living room,
F7NC
762-2851( work ).
F7NC Times.
large amount of built-in storage.
Phone 753-4592 after 6:00
p.m.

TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile
from Murray. Phone Jimmy
Stallons, Cadiz 522-6332
F5N

PIP

FURNISHED 2 bedivani Welt
-duplex, el
ditioning and carpet. Available
now! 809 N. 16th. Phone 753F7C
5140.

HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!!
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Rewiring, Service Changes,
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Electric Heat Specialist. No job is
too small. Reasonable rates. 1108
Sycamore. Phone 7532967.
February 15C

CALL US AT

OBILEIKBIK,12165',full
bay window, two bedrooms, 11
/
2
baths, carpeted throughout,
USED 2000 FORD tractor, four
extra large living room. Will sell
cylinder gas. Has prAVer wheels
furnished or unfurnished. Unand easy seat. Only 1132 actual
. Located on large lot
hours. Excellent condition and
in Fox Meadows Trailer Court Eappearance.
Call 753-2532, or see
2. Phone 753-4759.
F7C
at Billington and Forsee Tractor
F5C
TRAILER-PARK with 17 spaces. Co.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a WURLITZER ORGAN for sale
tall 753-8288 after 4:00 p.m. F5P
th. Call 753-6202 or 753-

FURNISHED APARTMENT one
block from University, $400.00
MAGNOLIA MOBILE home,
per semester plus utilities for two
13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
students. Phone John Pasco, Jr.,
.Estates. Central heat and air, all
753-7278.
TFNC electric, heat tape, underpenned.

ELEXTROLUX SALES & 'Services,Box 213,Murray, Ky.,C.M'
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
TFC'MX- SERVICE. Leave recorck
for fast preparation. Government
CHRD'S_PLATE
trained. Reasonable_rates Phone
(under],.! years)
753-2959 or 4364430. _February7C
Meat and 2 vegetables or
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
french fries...$.49 Here o
Go 753-4953
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
TFC
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.

•

TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
"NEVER USED anything like finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
it," says users of Blue Lustre month. Call 753-6202 or 753carpet cleaner. Rent electric 3648.
TFC
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.

23-1/16x35
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
arnijorP-king
around bottorn-ef'
mobile homes to-keep
out the wridd an snow
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

25 each

LESPEDEZA HAY,$.50 per bale.
Also, mixed Tomithy and oat hay,
LW per bale. Call 753-6567. F7C
1953 FORD, good condition and
1970 Kawasaki Trail boss. Phone
753-2300 or see at 1713 Calloway
Ave.

Queen Cindy Linsman is pictured here with her first maid, Julie
Shobe on the left and second maid Patty Gallimore on the elfin.
Queen Cindy was selected from the 7th and 8th grades.
-Photo by Brizendine

STAMPER COAL Company has
plenty of 7x4 washed lump and
No. 6 oil treated stoker coal. The
best is cheaper. Stamper Coal
Company, 501 West Broadway,
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 2471808.
Fl5P

Call at

Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St

-7515865

1960 2-TON TRUCK, twin hoist,
steel bed, grain size and cattle
rack, Extra good tires,C,all 498F8C
8635.

•L'OFFAIL your home additions,
Murray, Ky.
alterations, remodeling, etc.
.Free
Estimates.
Phone
753Prices on
NEW AND used tractor tires.
.6123.
TFC FOR longer wear keep carpeti Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
clean with Blue Lustre. Rent
Vinson Tractor Co.
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR electric shamkooer $1. Begley service.
Phone 753422.
1
'Shopping
•Putinthigi hay
F5C 1971 YAMAHA MINI Enduro
lity Center.
guaranteed. Use first
GRAND-- OPENING, February paint. Free estimate. Cal Steve 1947 FORD SEDAN extra nice or bike. Only 3 months old. "Like
February
12th. S & S Standard Station in Todd,753-8495.
will trade for good pickup call new". Call after 5 p.m. at 753Hazel. With fill up of gas, a free
F5P 3932. Excellent condition. Very
r 5:00 p.m. 753-6278.
F11C SEPTIG TANK cleaning, back
FONC
ctn.wash.
reasonable.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- MALL FARM,44 acres with lots
TFC of blacktop frontage, between REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
5933.
Murray and old Salem church.
Has 40x48 pole barn large pond, LARGE TWO bedroom brick.
1967 DATSUN, baby blue.
of good fence. Less than 2 Has large den, living room,
Leaving town and must sell, best
miles from Murray for only dining room,kitchen with built-in
land
for
WANTED
RENT,
TO
offer will buy. Call 753-1655 after
$13,000.00. Call 753-3953.
F5C stove and dishwasher. Carpeted
F5P beans. If you have available land
4 p.m.
throughout. Carport with outside
call James or Kent Wisehart at
storage. See at 1309 Overby. For
492-8214.
F5P
1971 VW Super Beatle. 8,200
appointment phone 753-6650. F7P
actualy miles. Great condition, WANT TO RENT 35 or 40 acres of
SMALL FARM: good location;
call 7534376.
F7C popcorn land in Alm° vicinity. If
business or future investment.
FOURTEEN
FOOT
CHEROKEE
call
you have available land
Boat with 20 H.P. Johnson motor One mile
East Murray, ap1966 FORD FAIRLANE 500. Two Norman Carroll 753-3068.
F5C
proximately
and
10 acres pasture.
trailer.
Excellent
condition.
door hardtop, 289 motor, straight
ne 753-3295
F5C Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
shift, $800.00. Call 474-2323 or see TWO-BEDROOM house in or
Cory older
7 room house,
F8P around Murray. Call 753-7901 or
C. T. Jeffrey, Dexter.
modern. For appointment call
FOC
436-2134.
TFC
436-2173.
fenced, stock pond. Seven miles
northeast of Murray, Van Cleve
LOST & FOUND
Rd 7534188.
F6P
FOR SALE OR TRADE grocery.
Doing good business, reason for 2 FARM WORKERS for fence FOUND! A YELLOW tabby cat
FARM WAGON, $100.00. Pho
selling, retiring. Phone 753with white collar and vaccination
repair. Contact Hurt and Hurt Jimmy
Stations Cadiz 5227663.
F8C
F7C
4864691.
tag.
Phone 7S3-2823
Phone
March 9C Farms.
6332.
F8P1

For

ROHN TV TOWERS

Drug- mom'ream-

•

Puryear School has three
queens and a king for the
coming year.
Pupils were chosen in an
annual beauty review at the
school Friday night, sponsored
by the schools's ParentTeachers Association.
Named Queen of the age Ir
through 9 division was Jennifer
Jenkins, the six year old .
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Jenkins.
First maid was Jennifer
McCoy, 8, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Watkins while
Karen Kathleen Barnhill,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin Barnhill was selected
Ord maid.
* Named the junior king was
seven year old Kyle Duncan
Bennett, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
--Hughes Bennett. Names first
page was eight year old Tim
-Hammond, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hammon while eight
year old Bruce Alexander was
named second page. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Alexander.
Reigning Queen over grades 4,
5 and 6 is Cindy Linsman, 11, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Allen. Julie Shobe, 11,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Shobe was named first maid and
Patty
maid
was
second
Gallimore, 11, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Gallimore.
Seventh and eighth grade
, queen went to Annette Ray, 12,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Ray. Named first maid was
Donna Atchison, 12, daughter of
-Mr. and Mrs. Joel Atchison
while 13 year old Vanessa Story,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Dan Story was.named
second maid.
Mrs. Thomas Edwin Paschall
• Was chatrrnati`of tht.-avent ;and
the judges were Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Whitehead and Mr. and
Mrs. Ancel McDuffee of Parts.

Queen Annette Ray is flanked on the left by second maid Vanessa
Story and on the right by Donna Atchison, first maid. Queen
Annette was selected from the fourth,fifth, and sixth grades.
-Photo by Brisendine

The topic for this week's
Kentucky
Educational
Television Network's health
series, "Parmed," will be "The
Pharmacology of the Treatment of Cardiac Arrhythrnias."
The half-hour program, to be
presented by the medicine
segment of the series' planners,
will be aired Wednesday,
February 9, 1972 at 11:00 p.m.,
on the statewide network.
"Panmed" is a weekly
program developed by the
health schools of the University
of Kentucky and the University
of Louisville,along with various
state health societies. Each

week the show features advances and information from a
different
health
field-pharmacy, the allied health
professions, nursing, medicine,
dentistry, ,and hospital administration.
This week's program on
cardiac arrhythmias, while
especially geared to the state's
physicians, will also be relevant
to the work of all other health
professionals.
FIRST
APPENDECTOMY
On Jan. 4, 1885, a Davenport.
Iowa, surgeon performed the
first appendectomy in history

—KentUCky iteWritOUn up-1 Trailers

lets
Would Be Licensed
UnderSenate

(Coatianed from Page 1)
such meetings as those of the
state parole board or juries or
those involving negotiations
with public employes or acquiring property. The bill was cosponsored by Reps. Peter Conn,
Terry
D-Louisville, and
McBrayer, D-Greenup.
By GARY LUIS
-Prohibit any local governAssociated Press Writer
permit
to
ment from issuing a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) construct an industrial plant, The House has received a bill
warehouse or waste fiicpogal fa- to establish a nine-member
cility without a prior public board to examine and license
hearing; 15 days advance no- hearing aid dealers and fitters
tice of such a hearing would in
Kentucky.
have to be given to the state
The measure won near unani-WASHINGTON ( AP)- Ken- Air and Water Pollution Control mous approval 'Friday in thet
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -7; tucky's two Republican sena- Commissions and correspond- Senate.
Hopkinsville's eastern fire-- tors parted company Friday on ing local boards. The-bill-wenn- Sen. Edwin Freeman, D-Har!
cured tobacco market sold 75,- a vote on the bill providing $3 introduced by Rep. Junes rodsburg, cast the only vote
826 pounds Friday for a per billion for foreign aid and re- Dunn, D-Louisville.
against the bill, claiming the
--Grant citizens of first class
hundredweight average of lated programs.
board's real purpose would be
completely
power
to
"the
cities
Cooper
Sherman
AgriculJohn
Kentucky
Sen.
the
$59.45,
to limit competition in the bearthe
full
themselves
to
govern
voted for the billn and Sen.
ture Department reported.
The(state)
against IL --etWa-perznitted
There were no other
constitution," sponsored by
The measure passed, 45-23.
He also predicted that a $50
sales in the state.
Rep. Frank Quickert, II-Louis- annual license fee in the bill
ville.
would be reflected in higher
-Allow the personnel direc- hearing aid costs.
tor in first class cities to be re"People all over the stets, are
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)'- erance tax on coal mined in moved at any time by the city being taken to the time cr$300
The Kentucky House and Sen- two different ways. Sen. Gene el ..1 service board, instead of to $400 for defective hearing
ate held their first day of hear- Huff of London raised the same only for cause and after a pub- akle," Sen. B. E. Billings, Dings FrkWy--1Yri Ger. Wendell question, pointing out IMO, At. Tic hearing as is the law now. Stanton, -gild in defense of the
Ford's proposed state budget, costs much less to strip mine The bill was sponsored by Sen. bill.
Danny Yocom,
which he delivered to the legis- coal.
Freeman asked if the purpose
On the grocery tax, Ford has
lators Thursday.
of the measure to protect
As expected, discussions fo-' said he will remove it Oct. 21.
against unqualified dealers and
cused on Ford's call for a five- Commissioner Ross explained
defective
merchandise,
per cent severance tax on coal, that date by saying retailers
wouldn't be accomplished by
samdbmisilkisPugs1) ,#
his date for the removal of the needed extra time , to make
the Ford adminiatiOn's confive-per cent sales tax on gro- pricing changes when-the tat- Tyrone MeCtiisteri fired in fl sumer fraud bill, which the
ceries and his proposed two-- comes off. He said therretaileri points in his best game of the Senate approved and is now in
cent-per-gallon gasoline tax in- requested additional time.
season. The two brothers the House.
In other legislative develop- combined efforts to give the
crease.
.Sen. Delbert Murphy, D.
_plans: ments, the Senate gave near- Tigers a potent boarttettackHis severance .
alaallari"
1-unanimous approval to a bill to one of the reasons why-Merry
would provide a minimum of 311-,
:
- replied that Airseassitir-34cents per ton effective in April.- establish a nine-member board- almost pulled the win.wouldn't require fitters to be
The rate would be the same for to examine and license hearing
Thurman Foster and Dean licensed and unqualified
either deep-mined or strip-min- aid dealers and fitters.
Willis turned in fine frames and dealers still could operate in the
Sen. Edwin Freeman of Har- scored six points apiece. Dan state.
ed coat
Rep. Gross Lindsey of Hen- rodsburg cast the only vote Luther and Adam Lanning
hirpl added that the Hearderson questioned state Reve- against the bill, claiming the rounded out the attack with four
ing Aid Dealers association had
nue Commissioner John Ross board's real effect would be to and two points respectively.
agreed to pay the annual liabout the advisability of putting limit competitionin_the healing Laming took the place ok
censing fee. The bill has the
the same percentage of sev- aid business.
Porter McCuiston who fould out support of the Kentucky Associof the contest with a minute left. ation for Older People.
The Murray "R" team found
Under the measure, exthe going quite rough but still perienced dealers and fitters
managed to escape with a 50-49 would be licensed within six
place the present Council on win. The Tigers never trailed in
FRAPINPOR -Iermonths without examination.
Public Higher Education has the contest. Ray Lane led,theHere is-the status of
others would have to pass
-14/1
Senate
and
gone
point production with 20 w
islation in the 1972 Kentucky passed in the
written and practical
both
to committee in the House.
Hudspeth scored eight. Other
General Assembly.
tests.
to
esWater
pollution-SB88
scorers
were
Cathey
7,
Jackson
Executive Budget-hearings
The governor would appoint
have begun before a joint tablish minimum water quality 6, Limning 5, Landolt 3, and the nine-member board, which
House-Senate Appropriations standards for all Kentucky Resig 1. The minis the 13th for would include six hearing aid
streams has been reported out the "B" team compared to just
and Revenue Committee.
dealers and fitters, one layman,
on setback.
Consumer protection-SB52 to of committee in the Senate.
otelaryngoliegist and one
one
Insurance-separate bills to
The varsity Tigers following audiologist. The board would
outlaw consumer fraud and a
fault
insurestablish
limited
no
the
emotional
loss
to
Ballard
division of consumer protection
have the power to suspend or
in the state attorney general's ance coverage for Kentucky last night are now 10-6 for the revoke licenses.
office has passed in the Senate motorists have been assigned to season. The Tigers will try to
Unlicensed dealers would be
improve on that slate by treking subject to imprisonment and a
and could be voted on this week committee in the Senate.
estabWild
rivers-SB138
to
to North Marshall Friday fine of up to $500. In addition,
in the House.
Strip mining-more than half lish a wild rivers system in evening.
no one under 18 could be fitted
toe took)/ has passed-In the Murray
.11-44 for
a dosso-bills49, regulate
11
a hearing aid without a docSenate
and
gone
tO
.
committee
face mining are in committee
Ballard
30. 1 13 24-65 -10ennpproval.
In the House.
-in the Hatai
-CaWderiate.
Ihwray(116-P. McCuiston 25,
In other action -Friday the
Reapportionment-HB112 to
McCuiston 21, Willis 6, Foster Senate passed and sent to the
Envirorunental protection- redraw the lines of Kentucky's T.
Lanning 2.
identical bills to allow individ- seven congressional districts 6, Luther 4 and A.
House:
Ballard((5)-Hargrove 6,
-SB132 allowing non-state aruals or corporations to bring has passed in the House and
action against the state for pol- gone to committee in the Sen- Powell 13, Stewart 1, Hen- chitects to work in Kentucky
derson 30,Howie 7,Humphrey 7
lution or destruction of natrual ate.
and J. Henderson 1.
resources have been introduced
Sunday closing--SB68 to ex_in the House and Senate.
.empt certain businesses from
Criminal code--HB197 to re- the state Sunday closing law ReLWayneLT
and provide local control of oth1
ITO
vise Kentucky
,-Rev. David Roos will he
utes Iiiiibéi assignetrki-tio--- ers has passed inthe Senate and
speaker on the subject, "On
gone to committee in the
mittee in the House.
Being Authentic", at the 10:45
House.
education--SB54
to
reHigher
Rev. Wayne E. Todd, interim a.m. service on Sunday,
minister of the First Baptist February 6, at the First
Church, will be speaking at both Christian Church (Disciples of
the 10:45 a.m. and five p.m. Christ).
The scripture will be from
She said Friday she would go services at the chuirch on
PARIS (AP) - North VietMark 10:17-27 and the Chancel
namese Premier Phan Van before a federal grand jury Sunday, February 6.
The Adult Choir, directed by Choir will sing "Treasurer Is Iii
Dong says his Viet Cong allies studying possible fraud charges
baphave rejected President Nixon's against Irving and that her fu- W. Rudolph Howard, minister Heaven" by Chokey. A
beheld at the
eight-point peace plan, the ture relationship with the novel- of music, will sing the anthem, tismal service will
morning worship
north Vietnamese delegation to ist "must now depend on the "My Shepherd Will Supply My close of the
Need", at the morning service. service.
the Paris peace talks reported outcome of this whole affair."
Henry Holton will be worship
At the evening service, the
The grand jury in New York
today.
leader
and Laurie Cilia will be
also
directed
School
Choir,
is
High
investigating
Irving's
claim
But the delegation said Dong
lighter. Elders will
did not say whether the plan that a book manuscript he sold by Mr. Howard, will sing the the candle
be Rupert Parks and John
was rejected by North Vietnam to McGraw-Hill, Inc., was a anthem, "The New 23rd".
o, Sr, Deacons will be
Sunday School will be he
Hughes autobiography assemas well.
bled at meetings with the reel- 9:30 a.m. with Paul Lyons, is% Glenn Card, 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
The delegation Miti Doug
as suberintendent.(al,Church Elmer COMM;A. B. crtig,wbillionaire -scribed the Viet
Training will be at six p.m. with c. Ellis, Johnny Quertermous,
to the plan as "an energetic inJohnny Reagan, and Auburn
BELFAST, Northern Ireland Glen Grogan_ as director.
dictment condemning the policy
Wells.
of Vietnamization of the war (AP) - Security forces said
The Chi Rho's and the C'YF
guerrillas
of
the
Irish
Republiand rejecting with well-founded
will meet at 5:30 p.m. Sunday. A
and incisive arguments the de- can Army are slipping into the
filmstrip and record on "How
ceit of the so-called peace plan blockaded town of Newry to atOur Biblo Came To Us" will be
tack
British
troops
sent
there
to
in eight points of President Nixshown with Nancy Luther and
disperse a planned civil rights
"Lessons From the Book of John Mark Hale as leaders will
march by Roman Catholics on
Job" will be the subject of the be the Chi Rho's program. The
Sunday.
VANCOUVER B.C.(AP)- A
sermon by Rev. Jerrell White CYF will see a movie, "It's All
British intelligence officers
bomb was found in a 'Vanfor the 10:50 a.m. service About That Carpenter" with
say
they
were
tipped
by
a
couver International Airport
Sunday, February 6, at the Mike Holton and Rev. Roos as
locker and disarmed Friday woman who said the IRA gave Memorial Baptist Church, Main leaders.
night after a Canadian- jetliner her sons British army uniforms Street at Tenth.
with 88 persons aboard was di- to wear at the parade.
The children's sermon will
verted to Anchorage, Alaska, in
follow the worship with tithes
President Nixon's re-election
an extortion-plot.
and offerings.
Authorities said they were di- campaign is being geared up
Sunday School will be held at KENTUCKY MORNING TEMrected to the locker after re- with GOP spokesman in Cali- 9.40 a.m. with the lesson being PERATURES
ceiving a phone call demanding fornia and New Hampshire on "Lost In Oneself" with Nashville 15
"a large sum of money." Offi- calling the Democratic field a Hayden Rickman as superin- Paducah 16
cials declined to discuss the ex- group of )'flip-flop cringe" who tendent.
Bowling Green 11
have been on all sides of altortion plot.
The evening service will be at Louisville 13
most every issue.
seven p.m. which will be closed Lexington 4
Gov. Ronald Reagan, opposed with The Lord's Supper. Church London 9
Danish singer Nina Van Peilandt, who disputesiClifford Irv- to the President on certain is- Training will be held at six p.m. Evansville II
ing's claim about meetings in sues in the pcist, backed his with the les.4an to bee:'Biblical Cape Girardeau 17
Mexico with Howard Hughtu, patty's kris firnify Friday in Bases for Church Renewal". Covington 5'
says Irving had asked to marry formally opening Nixon's quest Billy Mayfield is Training Indianapolis 3
for California's bloc of 45 elec- Union director.
her.
Huntington 12
toral votes.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP)- The Western Kentucky
___University Student Congress
-los accused the school's student affairs office of censorship
in the caleellation of a 20-missute film entitled "The Fly,"
made by former Beetle John
Lennon and his wife.
The film was canceled by the
Associated Students,the university's student government, after
Charles Keown, dean of student
affairs, previewed it and said it
was "extremely gross." The
film shows a housefly crawling
around on a nude woman.
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Double sessions will be held for
high school studriets at Lone
-Oak as a result of the fire
which destroyed the main secof the building.
Stewart,
David
Dr.
McCracken County school superintendent, said the 900 high
school students would attend
classes from 1 nit:-to 6:55
p.m. at the Lone Oak Middle
junior high. Middle
school studnets will be in
classes from 7 a.m. to 12:55
p.m.

Legislative Summary

Tigers ,..

Legislative BOICScore_

Rev. David Roos
Gives Sermon Topic

Roy Beasley
Lists His Topics

wil sPeak-Easily Over
-on ori—T-31

Call,

tbs subject, "In That Day",
at the 10:40 am. services on '

•

without having to pass examinations.
-,SR18 giving concurrence to
the proposed transfer of a section of Estill County to adjacent
Powell County. The action is
likely to be voted on in Estill
County this year.
The Senate approved and
sent to the governor H84 to
waive examination requirements for out-of-state auctioneers. Sen. Thomas Harris, DCarrollton, said present restrictions had made it difficult for
cattle dealers particularly to
bring in specially qualifiedauctioneers for livestock sales.

atch of
Seventh an
Fe
dbrPoplar %w
Christ.
The scripture from II
Timothy 1:16-18 will be read by
Steve Steele. Prayers will be led
by Stafford Curd and Keith
Donelson.
-Aquilla and Priscilla" will
be the subject for the six p.m.
service with the scripture
reading from Acts 18:18-28 to be
by Jim Gough. Prayers will be
led by Billy Rue Nix and James
Bogard:
Johnny Bohannon will make
the announcements and Josiah
Darnall will direct the song
service.

•

_ By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kentucky's Dan Issel and
Carolina's Jim McDaniels, who
led the East to victory last
weekend in the American Basketball Association's All-Star
Game, were at it again Friday
night for their respective
teams.
Issel, the most valuable player in the All-Star Game, poured
in 36 points to lead the Colonels
to an easy 131-111 victory over

Jones
F
At lige Of 60

'God's Boomerang.--Alie
Seen &-Ifeard . • IsSermon Subject- --Expires
I Continued from Page II
been in
month.

In

over one

Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
has chosen "God's Boomerang"
as the topic for his sermon for
the 10:50 a.m. service on
Sunday,February 6,at the First
United Methodist Church.
Holy Communion will be
observed at the 8:45 a.m. set.;
vice on Sunday. The Carol Choir
will sing at this service.
Both the Junior High and
Senior High Youth Fellowship
will meet Sunday at six p.m. for
supper and programs at the
church.
The Kentucky Mountain
Mission truck is scheduled to be

011ie Jones of Hardin Route
One died Friday at noon at the
Benton Municipal Hospital. Re
was 60 years of age and his
death followed an illness' of
about two years.
Jones was a retired disability
employee,, of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company. He was a member of the
You can't tax the coal people
Unity Presbyterian Church. Mr.
with out coal costing more and
Jones was the brother-in-law of
you can't tax any business or
Barnes W. Burkeen of Almo
industry without their products
who died on January 27.
costing more.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
-church- on Tuesday'
tilt
the
Febrilata_15. Mr one having_
Jewel Burkeen Jones of Hardininibanntia_Lclothingst_othsrarticlesiorthe
aute One; one son, Larry
consumer who pays the tax bill. Mission is asked to bring theni
of Hardin Route One;
to the Education Building of the Jones
three daughters, Mrs. Ewin
Watching Rory Calhoun in a church.
) Miller of Hardin, Mrs.
picture last night and they welt:" _
--rrir-Williarn (Jo) Cothran of Grand
fightinfthi Indiana lanY were
Viet KenticiiiHigh
Prairie, Texas, and Mrs.
depicted as savages attacking
Donald (Annette) Danner of
the white man. Actually the
SC hool Cage Results
1618 College Farm Road,
Indians were merely fighting
Murray; one grandson, Steve
for their land and to protect Pad.Tilgtunan 70, Lone Oak 62
Miller of Hardin; two brothers,
Reidland
74,
Lowes
71
their way of life. The white man
Eurie Jones of Hardin Route
Heath 66, Hickman Co. 62
was the aggressor.
-One and Bernice Jones et
Carlisle Co. 91, Fulton Co_n
-:ipetroit, Mich; one
aWter,
Wingo 73, Fancy farm 68
Reading a little squib the Lyon Co. 63, Caldwell Co. 53 -Mrs. Ants Byers dirrexas. other day that ram "U people -Fredonia 65, Muldenberg Co.-61-- Funeral services will be held
are what they eat, itniandit as -Bymsonia 76, Benton 61
- --Monday at one p.m. at the Unity
testimony that a lot aninale_M_South Marshall 63, North
Presbyterian Church,
know, must subsist on shall 61
' Burial will be in the Unity
with
the
Cemetery
Calloway Co. 80, Sedalia 65
baloney."
Cuba 80, Farmington 64
arrangements by the FilbeckSorry tB Apar about Gene._ Ballard Memorial 15, Murray_ Cann Funeral Home of Benton,
Geurin. Woe know.bizn for a 64
- - where friends may call after
Pad. St.Mary 10,Jopga,
long time.
11 noon today Saturday l.
yeurself. If taxes
are put on anybody or any
business, it will increase the
cost of living on everyone
because of the fundamental fact
that the costs of doing business
are passed on to the public.

Pittsburgh

while

& UNITE')
McDaniels

scored 28 points, including the
tie-breaking basket with 24 seconds, as the Cougars defeated
Memphis 106-100.
Elsewhere, Virginia turned
back the Floridians 115-107,
Dallas trimmed Denver 118-102
and Utah beat Indiana 121-110.
In the National Basketball
Association, it was Boston 122,
Cincinnati 109; New York 103,
Buffalo 84; Seattle 118, Cleveland 112, Detroit 118, Philadelphia 113; Chicago 110, Baltimore 108; Phoenix 113, Golden.
State 105; Los Angeles 118, Milwaukee 105; Portland 114,
_ .
Houston 113.
Issel's performance overshadowed Pittsburgh's 1-2
punch of George Thompson and
John Brisker, who scored-3Iand 28, respectively.
After a 26-all first-period tie,
the ColoneLf pulled away to
12-point halftime lead with Issel
scoring 16 points in the secand,
period. They led by as much as
25 in the final quarter.
Memphis, which trailed Carolina by 13 points in the third
period, went ahead by a point
with 5:44 left and the lead
changed hands several times
until McDaniels put the Cougars ahead for good. Memphis
rookie Johnny Neumann tallied
ismer high 37 points:
fast brealerpowered Indiana as Red Robbins led the way with 34 points
and Willie Wise added 26.
George McGinnis was tops for
the Pacers with 24 after Mel
Daniels got in early foul
trouble.
Donnie Freeman's 41 points
sparked Dallas past Denver
and Joe Hamilton contributed
111wedilteve Jones-IS al Ss.
,Chaps,got 75 pointilriiiiAtnik_____L_
three guards. Dallas took a
belflame lead over Denver
and Memphis in the race for
third place in the Western Division.
Charlie Scott scored 27 of his
gams high 37 points in the second half as Virginia overcame
an eight-point deficit and defeated the Floridians.

DRY CLEANING
5rrC -A L'
.4
- COATS

-

Monday-Twisday-Widnosday, f•bruary 7-8-9

(Long or Short)

r

To Preach Sunday

2-PC. SUITS
(Ladies or Mess)

•••

World News In Brief

9

Trim & Mali Extra
NO LIAIITI

WEEK -LONG SHIRT
Slacks
Trousers Laundered to SPECIAL
Perfection!
Sweaters'
Plain Skirts

6

'-

Sermon Subject For
Memorial Is Listed

Temperatures

Fir

for

49!.
No Limit!
ALL WORK DONE
ON PREMISES!
Quality of our work
is guaranteed to
your satisfaction.
Convenient

.„i,„

ONE

El HOUR

CLEAlIERS

No Limit!

-

One -HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs

B

Central
Shopping
Center

Drive-In
Window Service

Phone 753-9084
OPEN 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
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